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ABSTRACT OF TIlE DISSERTATION 

The Impact ofSchool Based CommUDity Service 

On Ninth Grade Students' 

Self-Esteem and Civic Inclusion 

by JUDy REESE 

Dissertation Chairperson: James GiareUi, Ph. D. 

PROBLEM: Community Service (CS) has been enshrined as a panacea for the problems of 
declining civic involvement among American Youth. Developing a framework to understand the 
impact of these programs is an essential component to evaluating their effectiveness. 
HYPOlHESES: Four hypotheses were tested: 
I. CS participation has a positive impact 00 the self-esteem ofstudents. 
2. Participation in es has a positive impact 00 the students' sense ofcivic inclusion. 
3. Participation in es with the elderly has a greater positive impact on perception ofthe elderly 
than other types ofCS. 
4. Students that panicipate io CS show greater interest in pursuing additional es activities than 
students that did not participate. 
METHOD: The target population ofthis study was the ninth-grade class (n=79) at a local private 
school that requires es. This population was divided ioto an experimental group (those 
choosing to perfonn their CS this year) (n=27) and a control group (students who elected to 
defer) (n=52). A pair ofsurvey instruments were administered to the students: the Coopersmith 
Self-Esteem loventory and a composite survey which includes questions dealing with the four 
. hypotheses under investigation. This survey was designed to be administered in pre-aad post-test 
ii 
format. As a means to better link the variables and improve the quality ofthe data, interviews 
with students (0=13) were conducted. 
FINDINGS: Analysis ofvariance ofthe Coopersmith Self-Esteem lnventory, total score and 
subscales, found no sigaificant difference on all but one ofthe subscales between the groups. 
Those students in the CS group, the experimental grouP. demonstrated significant group 
difference on the pretest school self~m subscaJe [F(1.77) = 6.39, p< .01] measure ftom the 
non-CS group. Sigaificant mean differences in sense ofcivic inclusion were found between the 
post-test scores of the groups [F(1,76)=5.93, p<.01]. Moderate effect size, .42, was found 
between the two groups. Qualitative results from the interviews conducted with 13 ofthe 27 CS 
participants mirrored the quantitative findings. 
CONCLUSIONS: School districts are adopting CS programs without any measure oftheir 
impact, much less any considerations for evaluation more generally. This study may provide the 
basis for future evaluation and fine-tuning ofCS programs. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature and Significance of the Problem 
The concept ofwbat citizenship entails is something tbat is open to debate and 
different interpretations. Debating classic liberal and republican notions ofcitizenship 
has been on going for hundreds ofyears. The liberal notio~ tbat the essence of the 
liberal community is freedom of the individual and then the choice to be an active 
participan~ versus the republican notio~ that civic virtue is bom ofactive and necessary 
engagement in the community, both come into play when addressing the issue of 
community service in schools. The whole service learning movement is about finding an 
educational tool or technique which will provide some reconciliation between these two 
notions of citizenship. How do schools educate a future citizenry who will take as an 
avocation what is in effect a dUty? That our society does not work without the citizens 
engagement has been noted as the classic underlying problem of liberal democracies, 
people often do not in fact practice citizenship which results in the public good often 
being undersupplied (Shafer, D. M. personal communicatio~ April 7, (997). The point 
ofan educational program is to give students the feeling ofbelonging so that oftheir own 
free will they do what the community needs. 
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For the purpose of this dissertation citizenship was regarded as a central lifelong 
role. Citizenship is an important responsibility ofbeing a human being in a society. [t is 
incumbent upon that society to instill that responsibility in the chilc:ken through the 
educational system. A citizen is both an individual and a member ofa society, therefore, 
conditions that influence the citizen as an individual also influence society as a whole. 
Many believe that community service can positively influence self-esteem, citizenship 
and other aspects ofthe development ofstudents (Barber, 1984, 1992; Butts, 1980; 
Cohen, 1994; Conrad & Hedin.. 1989; Woyach, 1990). Factors such as self-esteem and 
the degree to which an individual feels included as a member ofa larger group are 
therefore important variables to be measured when studying whether participation in a 
community service program positively influences an individual. 
State or school district curriculum documents that do not claim to prepare students 
[0 become informed citizens in our democratic society are rare (Good1~ 1979; Parker, 
1991). A growing number ofpublic and private American schools have incorporated a 
community service component into their curriculum as part ofthis preparation process. 
Mandatory community service requirements for high school graduation have been 
utilized in an effort to engage teenagers in activities that advance specific interests ofour 
society at large. Others, however, have likened mandatory service to slavery. Cohen 
(1994) points out that participation in community service is not a panacea. He writes, 
"Service will not in and ofitself teach students citizenship. make them tolerant ofeach 
other, improve their grades... To allow the expectation to surface that community service 
has these powers is to raise false hopes among students, faculty, donors and the 
3 
communities we want to serve" (p. 103). Parker (1996) points out the danger of 
overlooking "the well known gap between school aims and practices: between mission 
statements and daily life in schools'" (p. 107). To determine the effect community service 
has on a student population and whether community service is a means to accomplish the 
mission ofa school requires an in-depth look at several variables. 
lnvestigating the relationships between participation in school-based community 
service and measures ofstudent self-esteem and sense ofcivic inclusion was the focus of 
this dissertation. The research was conducted at a private school with a long standing 
policy on mandatory community service and a diverse student population. Examining the 
effects of participation in community service in this specific school setting allowed for 
some generalization to other school settings and established a baseline for future 
comparisons. 
Statement ofthe Problem 
Community Service has been purported to be a solution to the problem ofcivic 
involvement among American youth. However, few rigorous quantitative studies on the 
impact ofthese programs have been conducted. A framework to determine the impact of 
community service programs is an essential component to evaluating the effectiveness of 
community service programs in increasing students' sense ofcivic inclusio~ improving 
student self-esteem, and increasing the potential for participating in future service 
activities. 
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Purpose ofthe Study and Related Research Questions 
The purpose ofthis study was to develop a profile ofparticipation in the 
community service program at the Peddie School. A quantitative approach to the study 
of the effects ofa community service program offered an opportunity to assess the impact 
ofa community service on the responses from students during an academic year. 
Changes in measures ofself-est~ sense ofcivic inclusio~ and perceptions regarding 
community service will be tracked in relation to the number ofhours ofcommunity 
service involvement. The study employed standard paper-and-pencil instruments to 
measure the variables under examination. Specifically the study addressed the following 
research questions: 
(1) Is there a relationship between community service involvement and the 
level ofself-esteem ofstudents? 
(2) Does community service participation change civic inclusion measures? 
(3) Does community service experience alter the likelihood that students will 
participate in future service related activities? 
(4) Does community service work with the elderly change students' 
perceptions ofthe elderly? 
Significance ofthe Study 
A number ofscholars. including R. Freeman Butts (1980), advance the traditional 
values-knowledge-skills theme ofcitizenship education. Butts' traditionalist view 
defines the '60 ffice ofcitizen" as one who votes, develops opinions on matters ofpublic 
concern, is committed to ideas of liberty and justice, and has an understanding of the 
mechanics ofgovernment. Traditionalists focus on the importance ofa specific 
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knowledge base. Walter C. Parker aligns bimselfwith the progressive wing of 
citizenship education. as opposed to the traditionalist wing, along wi~ among others, 
Oliver and Shaver (196611974), Stanley and Nelson (1994). Scholars of the progressive 
wing work on developing an "intellectual framework" that will be used to guide the 
teacher and, in tum, the student in interpreting and using the subject matter data. This 
intellectual framework is in addition to, not in place ot: a specific knowledge base in 
citizenship education. <4A more sharply distinguishing characteristic, however. is that 
progressives want a more participatory. direct form ofcitizenship" (Parker, 1996. p. 112). 
Progressives oppose limiting citizenship activity to voting for representatives who. in 
tum, are the only people who think and behave like active citizens. "Traditionalists want 
more study, progressives want more practice. Traditionalists concentrate on knowledge 
of the republican system, progressives on this plus deliberation on public issues, problem· 
solving I community action that brings together people ofvarious identities" (parker. 
p.112. 1996). 
Based on these criteria. the approach ofthe Peddie School can be regarded as 
progressive. Students are regarded as active members ofthe Peddie community and the 
community at large. Active membership is viewed as the crucial route to becoming an 
active and informed citizen. Community service allows the students a way to make a 
difference and learn the responsibilities ofmembership in the world. 
Parker (1996) and the Peddie School community service program view democracy 
as a creative. constructive process. rather than something already accomplished, a trek 
that citizens in pluralist society make together. This is closely tied to Dewey's (1916. 
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1921) creative democracy - the participatory idea ofdemocracy as a path or joumeyy 
democracy as the way an individual lives with others. Determining ifactive 
participatio~ in the form ofcommunity service involvemen~ bas an impact on student 
participants bears significant implications on how citizenship education programs should 
be implemented. Ifcommunity service does not have an influence on the student then it 
is possible that it does not have a place in the school schedule. Ifparticular community 
service programs do have a significant influence then it is possible that they should be 
more widely replicated. Without specific data, part ofwhich this study will collect and 
examine, informed decisions cannot be made. 
Limitations of the Study 
The researcher employed two primary methods ofdata collection: questionnaires 
and individual interviews. The following limitations need to be considered when 
generalizing from this study: 
(1) The study is limited to community service programs similar to the Peddie 
School program model. 
(2) The study is limited to secondary school students. 
(3) The study is limited to student populations that are similar in demograpbic 
make up as those at Peddie. 
This study also makes the following assumptions: 
(1) The survey instruments are valid. 
(2) Accurate and complete information is provided by the students during 
interviews and when completing questionnaires. 
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A source ofdata for this study was a questionnaire modified from several survey 
instruments. Permission was secured from all the questionnaire creators for the use and 
adaptation of their instruments. The questionnaire was administered to the entire ninth 
grade class ofthe Peddie School. A second source ofdata was obtained through 
individual interviews with Peddie students beginning their community service 
requirement during the 1995-1996 academic year. Due to access limits and time 
constraints inherent in conducting individual interviews, only some of the students doing 
community service were interviewed. Interview questions are focused on the diversity of 
the community service experiences and number ofhours ofservice completed. Despite 
the limits there is relevance to the findings of this research. The limits are insignificant 
when there are commonalties between programs. Therefore, this study can not necessarily 
be generalized to others involved in community service in higher education institutions or 
community. based organizations. 
Definitions ofTerms 
Civic inclusion is defined as a measure ofcitizenship and connectedness to the 
community. It encompasses a sense ofcivic and social responsibility, an identification of 
oneself both as a citizen and as part ofa community, and a recognition of the obligations 
that citizenship entails. By this definition, civic inclusion is not possible without civic 
participation. Since many community service programs have been created with the intent 
ofenhancing citizenship behaviors, a central question is: How does participation in a 
mandatory community service program in school alter the student's sense ofcivic 
inclusion? 
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Another important variable to be examined was self-esteem.. Self-esteem is 
defined as positive feelings about oneself. It is contended that these feelings increase 
involvement and successful performance ofvarious aspects ofa person's life. To aid 
adolescents in developing high levels ofself-esteem. measurement ofexisting levels 
alone is not sufficient. For self-esteem scores to have relevance, demonstrated change in 
pre and post-test scores must be observed. Control group measures are also needed in 
order to rule out other changes that are not attributable to participation in community 
service (e.g., maturation, etc.). Although interventions to raise self-esteem have been 
explored in a limited capacity, the extent to which participation in community service 
enhances self-esteem bas not been considered to any significant degree in previous 
studies. Since a central tenet of many community service programs bas been to enhance 
students' self-esteem, another pivotal question is: Does the community service 
experience alter the student's level ofself-esteem? 
Two additional variables that the researcher addressed were the student's 
perception ofthe elderly and their anticipated participation in future community service 
activities. Given the convenient location ofa retirement community to the school campus 
many alumni of the Peddie School have chosen to do their service with the elderly. It is 
assumed that this trend will be continued with the 1995-1996 ninth grade students. 
The projects undertaken by students are sometimes part ofa larger endeavor, 
such as Habitat for Humanity or Special Olympics. but a person can also make 
a difference just by going across the street to the nursing home and getting to 
know one ofthe residents. (peddie Alumnus, Peddie Viewbook. 1996) 
9 
Outline ofthe Study 
The premise ofthis study was that participation in community service would 
positively intluence measures ofself..esteem, sense ofcivic inclusion, perception ofthe 
elderly and likelihood of future participation in community service. This premise is 
based on certain theories, outlined in Chapter n. which delineate why the premise is 
valid. The methods, both quantitative and qualitative. used to collect the data were those 
that have been deemed appropriate based on the nature ofthe problem under 
investigation. Delineation ofthe methodologies utilized to test the premise are 
overviewed in Chapter ffi. The findings ofthe study will be presented in Chapter IV. 
This chapter will be divided into two sections. The first section will have the display of 
the cumulative data from the questionnaire. The second section will contain the findings 
from the individual interviews conducted with students who bad participated in the 
community service program. Finally, Chapter IV is a summary ofthe results and discuss 
the conclusions related to each of the four research questions. From this analysis 
conclusions on the validity ofthe original premise will be discussed. Both program 
recommendations and recommendations for future research will be presented. 
CHAPTERU 
REVIEW OF TIlE LlTERATIJRE 
Introduction 
The literature review is divided into six sections. The first section contains 
selected historical and philosophical per:spectives on the development ofnational 
legislation regarding community service. The second section is a review ofsome of the 
pertinent literature on school-based community service. Detailed review of the variables 
under investigatio~ civic inclusion and self-esteem, will elaborate on past research and 
theory in those areas. Background on the specific school context where the investigation 
bas been conducted will follow. Finally, a summary ofthe literature review will 
complete this chapter. 
Historical I Philosophical Basis for School-Based Community Service 
Community Service is not a new idea. In 1910, Jane Addams wrote of"a fast­
growing number ofcultivated young people who have no recognized outlet for their 
active faculties. They hear constantly of the great social maladjustment, but DO way is 
provided for them to cbange it, and their uselessness hangs upon them heavily ... There 
is nothing after disease, indigence and guilt so fatal to life itself as the want ofa proper 
outlet for active faculties" (p. 118, 120). Also during 1910, William James published his 
seminal work, The Moral Equivalent to War, in which he proposed mandatory service 
requirements for American citizens: 
10 
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There is nothing to make one mote indignant in the mere fact that life is bard. that 
men should toil and sutTer in pain. The planetary conditions once for all are such, 
and we can stand it. But that so many men., by mere accidents ofbirth and 
opportunity, should have a life ofnothing else but toil and pain and hardness and 
inferiority imposed upon them, should have no vacation, while others Datively no 
mote deserving get DO taste ofthis campaigning life at all-this is capable of 
arousing indignation in reflective minds. It may end by seeming shameful to all 
ofus that some ofus have nothing but campaigning and others have nothing but 
unmanly ease. Ifnow - and this is my idea. -there were, instead ofmilitary 
conscription, a conscription ofthe whole youthful population to form for a certain 
numberofyears a part of the army enlisted against Nature, the injustice would 
tend to be evened out, and numerous other benefits to the commonwealth would 
foUow. (p. 16-17, italics in the original) 
The National and Community Service Act of 1990 was the culmination of 
decades of debate on the importance ofcommunity service, especially for American 
youth. The Act serves to fund new projects that promote community service, thereby 
offering better development ofsocial responsibility within the young. It indicates the 
importance ofproviding service opportunities whete schools do not already have 
community service in their educational mission. It recommends programs to evaluate 
their effectiveness in promoting social and civic responsibility where community service 
programs already exist. The Act, thetefore, invites fundamental questions. How do we 
create citizens and cultivate citizenship behaviors in America? Does a mandatory 
community service requirement meet this goal? 
A government for the people and by the people requires its citizens to take an 
active interest in the nation if it is to function properly. Statistics for the past thirty years 
show a steady drop in voter participation among American youth (Conrad & Hedin, 
1991). Despite the importance of these policy initiatives and the resources provided to 
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implement them., very little research exists to document the effects ofschool-sponsored 
community service on students who participate (Danzig " Smnton., 1986). 
Communitv Service 
Community service entails students serving in community-based helping 
organizations (e.g., hospitals, day care centers, nursing homes, and facilities for the 
handicapped and retarded). In many cases, students meet needs that would otherwise be 
unmet (Levinson., 1994). A community service program can be distinguished from a 
spontaneous activity because it is formally planned. A program also means that 
community service is considered part ofthe school's official educational requirements. 
Levinson (1994) cites three broIA theoretical rationales for community service: 
(1) Community service as experiential education; 
(2) Community service as a means to promote adolescent psychological 
development; and 
(3) Community service as a means to foster active and informed citizenship 
(p.14). 
Newman and Rutter (1983) used a deductive approach to identifY four practice­
based rationales for service programs: 
The personal psychological development rationale claims that service aids 
the transition from the dependency ofchildhood to the status ofan independent 
adult, able to care for others, to make decisions on one's own, and to feel a sense 
ofcompetence functioning in the adult world. 
The inteUectuaI development rationale emphasizes ways in which 
community experiences promote the growth of reasoning skills, abstract and 
hypothetical thought, and the ability to organize diverse sources of information 
into a constructive problem. solving process. 
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The social development rationale portrays community service as a vehicle 
for developing a reflective sense ofresponsibility to the society at large, empathy 
for the conditions ofothers, bonding to and participation in social institutions. 
Finally, the social obligation rationale stresses the duty ofall persons to 
contribute, not simply to take from their communities-ao. obligation to help 
others in n~ regardless ofthe possible developmental benefits this may bring to 
volunteers. 
The community service program at Peddie encompasses all the above rationales. 
as indicated in the mission statement. The development ofthoughtful and constructive 
members ofa community occurs through involvement in a variety ofschool and 
community activities. Skills developed in working in the outside community are 
transferable to the school community. The changing diversity within the school mirrors 
the changes in American society at large. To be ofvalue the lessons that students learn in 
the classroom and community should be applicable to future situations. 
Although the requirement oftwenty hours ofcommunity service for graduation 
appears insignificant when compared to the requirements at other schools. the Peddie 
School requires the service to be in direct contact with the community members. 
Therefore. walk..a..thons. monetary donations, and clerical work: do not count towards 
service requirements. School service (e.g., working in the Headmaster's office, stuffing 
envelopes, or seeding the soccer field) is mandatory but does not count toward the twenty 
community service hours required for graduation. Records of the number ofhours of 
community service that alumni chose to complete indicate that many elected to complete 
more that the requirements. Possibilities as to why many students elect to complete many 
more hours ofcommunity service than are required will be addressed during the 
interviews with the students. 
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Many schools in America have community service requirements. Comparison 
between schools and districts is difficult because there are a number of divergent 
definitions including the quantification ofinvolvement and the degree to which the 
program is incorporated into the curriculum. Various programs utilize di1ferent criteria in 
defining community service in their programs.. including the number ofhours that a 
student needs to participate and the Datui': ofthe involvement during those hours. The 
environment where the service is being conducted has a strong influence on the effects of 
the work. Working directly with AIDS patients in a hospice setting and shelving books 
in a public library are vastly di1ferent experiences even ifconducted for the same number 
ofhours. Additionally, service which is closely tied to the curriculU1r4 referred to as 
Service-Learning, differs from that which is CCH:urricularly based, Community Service. 
The District ofColumbia has instituted a Carnegie unit ofcommunity service as a 
graduation requirement (Lawton, 1991), thus calling for more service than the Atlanta 
schools' mandated 75 hours (Harrison, 1987). An additional distinguishing factor is the 
degree to which a community service program is incorporated into the curriculum 
through coursework. Teachers at Atlanta's high schools have incorporated citizenship 
education into several disciplines, and the school system designed and implemented a 
"duties to the community" course in 1988 (Crim, 1990). Detroit public school students 
must perform 200 hours of service during high school, paid or voluntary. The Detroit 
students have no in-class component to their service, and they do not need to submit a 
report about the experience to a supervisor or mentor at the school (Lewis, (988). For 
several years Maryland has required its high schools to provide a voluntary community 
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service program (Hombeek, 1990). Recently, however, the state board ofeducation 
enacted a statute requiring students to complete 75 hours ofcommunity service between 
8th grade and the end of 12th grade (DeWitt, (992). The Peddie School's 20 hours of 
direct community service to community members and the additional hours ofservice to 
the school community are similar to the Maryland guideline. 
A review ofresearch on the educational value ofcommunity service has shown 
that more qualitative studies than quantitative studies ofthe effects ofcommunity service 
have been conducted (Brandhorst, 1990; Conrad &. Hedin. (989). The present study will 
include both qualitative and quantitative data on the impact ofcommunity service. 
Addressing the relationship ofcommunity service to both civic inclusion and self-esteem 
in a more rigorous manner will result in the establishment ofa baseline for comparisons 
between programs in the future. 
Research in the area ofschool-based community service has focused on a wide 
range ofprograms and models. Service requirements differ qualitatively with programs 
having either high-structure (emphasizing service-learning), moderate-structure, or low­
structure (simply stipulating performance) (Marks, (994). Patterns ofparticipation in 
community service also differ among students and schools. Surveys ofexisting 
scholarship in social psychology and learning theory support the educational efforts to 
promote community service (Brandhorst, (990). Findings indicate that gender (female), 
ability, religiosity, and political orientation positively influenced participation, as did 
institutional characteristics ofschools and the school press for community service 
(Conrad " He~ 1989; Furco, 1994; Hamilton" Fenzei, 1988; Miller, 1994; Procter, 
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1992). It was demonstrated that in some cases community service participation positively 
affected citizen efficacy (Marks, 1994; Preble, 1991). Additionally It integrative school 
organization positively affected both citizen efficacy and social conscience, as well as 
"humanizing education" (Lewis, 1988; Shumer, 1994). The majority ofstudies cited 
called for more, and varied., research on the subject ofschool-based community service. 
Civic Inclusion 
In a 1985 report for the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching, 
Frank Newman concluded, "Ifthere is a crisis in education in the United States today, it 
is less that test scores have declined then it is that we have failed to provide the education 
for citizenship that is still the most important responsibility of the nation's schools and 
colleges" (p.31). In Benjamin Barber's view, volunteerism is not a synonym for service, 
because service is a necessary and obligatory activity ofcitizens. Since there cannot be a 
democracy without citizens, citizenship cannot be a discretionary behavior in a 
democracy_ "Without citizenship there is no liberty for anyone, least ofaU those who 
refuse to be citizens" (Barber, 1994, p.14). Also Barber argues that uAmerica's actual 
history suggests a nation devoted to civic education for citizenship and schools devoted to 
the nation's civic mission .... In this tradition, service is something we owe to ourselves or 
to that part ofourselves embedded in civic community. It assumes that our rights and 
liberties are not acquired for free; that unless we assume the responsibilities ofcitizens, 
we will not be able to preserve the liberties they entail" (1992, p. 246). 
Several proponents ofcitizeoship education argue that community participation is 
an important means for nurturing civic instincts among young people, supporting the 
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rationales for both social obligation and social development (NeWlll8ll.. 1985). 
Community participation is a meaDS to introduce students to the political and commuoal 
nature ofAmerica as a democratic nation that depends on civic involvement. Y~ at the 
high school level how can the effectiveness of attempts to promote civic inclusion be 
assessed? 
A component ofcivic inclusion is civic literacy which Richard Morrill (1982) 
defines in this way: 
To be literate as a citizen requires more than knowledge and information; 
it includes the exercise ofpersonal responsibility, active participation, and 
personal commitment to a set ofvalues. Democratic literacy is a literacy ofdoing, 
not simply of knowing. Knowledge is a necessary but not sufficient condition of 
democratic responsibility. (p. 365) 
Citizenship education should aim for informed action; that is, citizenship is not 
only an academic endeavor but, instead, an active engagement with the community in a 
variety ofways. Schools can Dlanure civic instincts by sponsoring community service 
activities because, according to Freeman Butts, one ofits fundamental objectives is to 
foster a sense ofcommunity: " ... schools have a commitment to elevate the civic goal of 
unity above the particular goals ofspecial and self·serving interests in society" (1980, 
p.166). 
The role ofthe school in training for citizenship is not new. "The Cardinal 
Principles ofSecondary Education" (1918) were issued by the Commission on the 
Reorganization ofSecondary Education. The "Cardinal Principles" stated that civic 
education ought to be primarily experiential in nature: 
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Civics should conc:em itselfless with coDStitutiooal questions and remote 
governmental functions, and should c:I.Uect attention to social agencies close at 
band and to the infonnal activities ofdaily life that tegard and seek the common 
good. (p. 14) 
This rationale suggests the best way to nurture civic instincts is by promoting 
community participation. Given the opportunity to act and make a difference, the notion 
ofcitizenship becomes less abstract and in t.um. more believable to young people. 
Schools should, therefore. sponsor activities that promote the "public life" wherein 
students develop a sense of the common good and an appreciation for the concerns of 
others (Levison., 1994). 
Good citizenship is most easily expressed in local communities (Dewey. 1988 
[1927]), a perspective sociologists term. "civic inclusion" (Barber, 1984; Burk. 1989). 
For students the community is the school itself. the neighborhood and surrounding town. 
Civic inclusion is more than civic education., civic literacy. or even civic participation. 
Civic inclusion encompasses a sense ofbeing part ofthe community and the 
acknowledgment ofthe social responsibilities that citizenship entails. A social awareness 
and a comprehension of their social utility make up a student's level ofsocial 
responsibility. Since most young people only have contact with the local community. 
school and town, national attachment or patriotism is not a relevant term when applied to 
the majority of school aged children. Voter tumout is irrelevant for those too young to 
vote. Civic consciousness must be both understood and evaluated in a student's terms. 
In real life, only from ordinary adults of the city sidewalks do children learn - if 
they learn at all - the first fundamental ofsuccessful city life: People must take a 
modicum ofpublic responsibility for each other even if they have DO ties to each 
other. This lesson nobody learns from being told. It is learned from the 
experience ofhaving other people without ties o/kinship or close friendship or 
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formol responsibility take a modicum ofpublic responsibility for you. (Jacobs, p. 
82, 1961; emphasis in original) 
Historically. according to Boyte (1991), Americaas exercised a dual expression of 
citizenship that included fulfilling political obligations, such as voting and participating 
in civil society. As agents in the voluntary tradition, citizens enacted the mon! 
responsibilities ofcitizenship. The voluntary tradition was manifest in the small, 
homogenous towns ofeighteenth and nineteenth century America To account for the 
nurturing influences ofthe vibrant democracy, Tocqueville pointed to the communal 
institutions in American society. Communal institutions, according to TocqueviUe, 
"moderate the despotism of the majority and give the people both a taste for freedom and 
the skill to be free" (TocqueviUe., 1988 [1835], p.287). Although Tocqueville identified 
education in America as a positive institutional force for democracy, the education he 
described took the form ofdemocratic experiences: Ult is by taking a share in legislation 
that the American learns to know the law; it is by governing that he becomes educated 
about formalities ofgovernment. The great work ofsociety is daily performed before his 
eyes, and so to say, under his hands" (p.304). The experience ofmembership in societal 
institutions, in sho~ serves citizens as a school ofpublic life. 
Political scientists and educators in America are interested in finding effective 
ways to develop responsible citizenship and have experimented with a variety ofteaching 
techniques (Woyach, 1990). One such technique is using community service projects in 
which YOUDg people can identify the needs oftheir community and help find solutions. 
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These projects also teach students the skills ofcooperation and political influence (Kirby, 
1989). 
In the late nineteenth century John Dewey called for experimentalleaming 
projects outside the school (Dewey, 1966). Many others concun:ed with Dewey including 
William Heard KilpaUick., who in 1918 called for '1be Project Meth~" that created 
activities outside the school that were directly related to community needs. Kilpatrick 
assened that these activities were essential for the preparation oflife (Kliebard, 1987). 
Dewey is quite explicit about the role ofschool in promoting service: 
When the school introduces and trains each child ofsociety into membership 
within such a little community, saturating him with the spirit ofservice, and 
providing him with the instruments ofeffective self-direction, we sbal1 have the 
deepest and best guaranty ofa larger society which is worthy, lovely, and 
harmonious. (1938, p. 29) 
Research in the area ofschool-based community service and its impact on 
measures ofcivic inclusion -citizenship, prosocial behavior, civic participatory ethic, has 
been gaining greater attention in recent years. Some research bas been successful in 
demonstrating a positive relationsbip between community service and inclusion 
(Calabrese &, Shumer, 1986; Greene &, Uroff, 1991; Hamilton &, Zeldin, 1988; Lewis, 
1988), while other studies have not found such correlation (Graham, 1995). In a 
dissertation by Bogle (1994), student written responses regarding their community 
service experience were overwhelmingly positive, seeming to contradict her quantitative 
fmdings that no within group or between group analyses yielded significant findings on 
students' perceptions of their responsibility to society. Graham's (1995) hypotheses that 
mandatory community service would effect scores on a1~ empathy, and moral 
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reasoning positively and that Machiavellianism scores would decIease more for the 
experimental group than for the controls were genera1ly not born out by her fiDdings. It is 
suggested that adolescent involvement in service activities can produce positive benefits, 
among which are reduced levels ofalienation, improved school behavior, improved grade 
point average, and acceptance by the adult community (Calabrese &:. Shumer, 1986). 
Greene and Uroff'(1991) researched an inclusive program where the goals ofthe school 
utilized community service to aid at-risk students in feeling accepted and appreciated. 
Self-Esteem 
By definition, ''to esteem a thing is to prize it, to set a high mental valuation upon 
it; when applied to persons, esteem carries also the warmer interest ofapproval. 
cordiality. and affection" (Williams, 1979. p.309). In the common vernacular self-esteem 
is the extent to which one prizes, values, approves, or likes oneself. In the social 
sciences, self-esteem is a hypothetical construct that is operationalized as the sum of 
evaluations across salient attributes ofone's selfor personality (Blascovich &:. Tomaka, 
1991; Crandall, 1973). It is the overall affective evaluation ofone's own wo~ value or 
importance. This conception underlies the assumption that measuring attitudes toward, or 
evaluations ot: one's selfretlects a person's self-esteem. A number ofterms approximate 
the concept ofself-esteem (e.g., self-worth, self-~ self-respect, self-acceptance) and 
are compatible with the dictionary definition of"esteem" ascribed to the self (Blascovich 
&:. Tom~ 1991). 
Current models ofaffect and attitudes (Frijda, 1986; Lazerus, 1984; Weiner, 
1986). suggest appraisals or judgments (e.g., "I'm attractivelunauractive," 
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"intelligentlunintelligent," "bardworkingllazyj underlie positive and negative feelings 
about the self. To the extent to which such evaluations cover a relatively broad spectrum 
of personal attributes, self-esteem is an appropriate label. Over time, consistency in such 
judgments results in a stable affective appraisal that is readily accessible to the individual 
because ofthe salience ofthe selfin everyday life. There is widespread acceptance ofthe 
psychological importance ofself-esteem. Further, it is widely assumed that levels ofself­
esteem are consistent over time within individuals. Self-esteem is defined as much in 
terms of its measurement and correlates as it is in terms ofa well-developed theory. In 
fact "self-esteem has been related to almost every variable at one time or another" 
(Crandall, 1973, p.4S). This includes personality correlates such as happiness (Freedman, 
1978) and shyness (Jones &; Briggs, 1984); cognitive correlates such as self-serving 
attributional bias (Tennen &; Herzberger, (987); behavioral correlates such as task effort 
and persistence (Felson, 1984; McFarlin, Baumeister, &; Blascovich, (984); and clinical 
correlates such as depression (Tennen &. Herzberger, 1987) and coping ability (Taylor, 
1983). 
This dissertation is an assessment ofwhether a relationship exists between the 
student's self-esteem, as determined by a pre-test ofa nonned self-esteem instrument, and 
participation in community service. The administration ofa post-test at the end of the 
academic year will allow the tracking ofbow participation in community service 
influences self-esteem. The American Association ofUniversity Women (AAUW) 
released a study in 1992 entitled, '~How Schools Shortchange Girls." in which girls' 
declining self-esteem during early adolescence is addJ:essed. Given the importance of this 
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issue and some findings in previous research (Hamilton & Fenzel, 1988; Miller, 1994; 
Proctor, 1992), gender differences on the pre- and post-test will also be examined. 
Research on the impact ofcommunity service participation and measures ofself­
esteem have not been conclusive. Crosman (1989) examined social and personal 
responsibility, along with self-esteem.., at a Friends school community service program. 
She found that while social and personal responsibility were enhanced over the course of 
the study and a sense ofefficacy especially for young women, that measures ofself­
esteem were high for the group at the beginning and therefore bad no room for 
improvement. Students' with typically lower self-esteem.., at risk students. have 
demonstrated increases when active in community service projects (Greene & Uroff., 
1991). Qualitative research conducting by Gross (1991) displayed strong positive 
feelings by the students about themselves and their contributions in a community service 
program. 
Specific School Context 
The Peddie School. founded in 1864, is an independent co-educational boarding 
(320) and day (l80) school for students in grades 8-12. The school's mission statement 
stresses developing a concern for others through personal and social responsibility. It is 
the framework that the school uses as a check point for programs that affect the life of 
members ofThe Peddie School Community. 
The Peddie School is an independent, non-sectarian and not-for-profit, 
college-preparatory boarding school composed ofstudents, staB: and faculty 
chosen for their diverse talents and backgrounds. As in every good school, the 
members ofthe Peddie community gather to commit themselves to the 
intellectual, social, and moral growth ofeach student, growth that is designed. to 
develop students who are not only well prepared for college but also confident 
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and assured of their talent and their worth. Our mission is to cballenge students to 
reach for levels ofacademic and personal. achievement they bad not attempted 
before. Our mission requires ofthe community sufficient resources, visio~ and 
compassion to enable each student to take these risks ofeducation wisely and 
well. 
The Peddie School believes in the dignity and worth ofaU individuals. 
We believe that aU young men and women possess unique and valuable qualities, 
which, when developed, will enable them to be thoughtful and constructive 
members ofsociety. We believe this development occurs through involvement in 
a variety ofschool and community activities. Taken together, these activities 
develop an appreciation for the processes ofleaming and critical thinking, a 
sensitivity to the needs and qualities ofothers, a means ofclarifying ideals and 
values, a sense ofpride in oneself and the community, and the ability to make 
responsible decisions. 
In order for an individual to be a contributing member ofsociety, he or she 
needs a strong sense ofself-respect, as well as respect for others. Peddie seeks to 
help students learn more about themselves as they develop self-discipline, 
initiative, and personal values. Peddie provides a curriculum and environment 
conducive to reaching these goals, challenging all students to realize their 
potential wherever that may lie. At the heart ofthis challenge is participatio~ 
through which Peddie students are helped by adults, other students, and 
themselves. 
Peddie sustains its commitment to the traditional intellectual disciplines. 
In an increasingly complex society, students must know bow to raise questions, 
weigh evidence, substantiate opinions, make decisions, and communicate ideas 
clearly and effectively. Peddie must cultivate in its students a genuine regard for 
truth, knowledge and understanding, as well as the ability and perseverance to 
seek them. (The Peddie School Mission Statement, 1995) 
The candidate's association with Peddie students and their community service 
work bas its origins in their joint involvement in a community resource center utilized as 
a community placement site for Peddie students. The Peddie School's commitment to 
service is evident by the number offaculty and stafffrom Peddie on service committees 
in the town. In 1993 the school received a $100 million gift from Walter Annenberg, 
who graduated from Peddie in 1927. The question ofhow this might change the school 
and its traditions was a recurring issue in the candidate's conversations with the Assistant 
Head ofthe school. The new funding expands the opportunity ofa Peddie education to 
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many new students. Peddie allocates fifty percent ofthe yearly gift interest to 
scholarsbips and financial aid to students. For the academic year of 1994-1995, 48% of 
Peddie students received some aid. The financial aid budget for 1995-1996 is 
approximately 53.2 million. 
Peddie seeks students with the intellectual capacity to succ::eed in a challenging 
academic curriculum and who demonstrate excitement, curiosity, and character. The 
scbool draws from 28 states and 23 foreign countries. Peddie's curriculum is strictly 
coUege-preparatory, and each year 990/0 ofthe graduates enroll at a four-year college in 
September following graduation. Yet, as stated by Headmaster Thomas DeGray, Peddie 
seeks more from the students it admits: 
There is this tendency, I ~ for people to evaluate a school on the basis of 
where its students end up. The most common questions asked are "What is your 
college list?" '~What is the median SAT score?" and "How many kids took AP 
exams?" But I have never seen anything that suggests there's a correlation 
between high test scores or grade point average and ultimate contribution to 
society. And that's what we anticipate from our students - that they will 
eventually contribute to the world in which they live. Certainly our students are 
bright and certainly they work hard. But we don't ever want to be the sort of 
school that becomes exclusive in the sense that we take only kids who have high 
test scores and outstanding academic performance. Ifwe're to be selective, we 
want to be selective about human strengths and qualities that in the long run are 
more important. What counts is how far we bring the kids - where they are when 
they leave us versus where they were when they came." - Thomas A. DeGray, 
Head ofSchool (peddie Viewbook, 1996) 
The Peddie School considers the community service program a non-academic 
requirement. All students are required to complete 20 hours ofcommunity service as a 
graduation requirement, although many exceed this requirement as noted in the alumni 
records. Students perform school-service in addition to community service. Their 
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required community and school service is not contingent upon any form offiDancial aid 
and is required ofall students. These requirements are delineated at the time of 
admissions and are overviewed in a brochure circulated to prospective students. 
Twenty hours is all Peddie asks for, but I've never beard ofpeople deciding not to 
undertake community service simply because they bad already finished their 
hours; I have heard some people who started doing community service later in 
their Peddie career talk about how much fun it is and how they wish they had 
started earlier. It may not always be easy to make the time, but it is definitely 
worth the effort. -Peddie upper.classman (peddie Viewbook, 1996) 
The Peddie School community service program lists several objectives: 
(1) broaden students' understanding ofplaces and people; 
(2) increase the students' ability to relate to and work with others; 
(3) nurture habits ofcommunity service and volunteerism; an~ 
(4) develop strengths ofcbaracterand personality. 
The Peddie School bas chosen to evaluate the present community service program 
before implementing any changes. One of the options under consideration is developing 
a curricular-based service-learning program. Increasing the number ofrequired hours is 
another option. 
Logistical and time constraints limit the students' involvement in community 
service. With the rigorous academic requirements, students spend several hours an 
evening on homework. In addition, Peddie holds classes six days a week, which cuts into 
the available time to do service. The accessibility ofcommunity placement sites is also 
an issue since only seniors may have cars on campus. Sometimes it is possible to bring 
the community to the Peddie School, as demonstrated by this alumni's experience: 
My first community experience was with Rainbows. Rhythms. and Robots. a 
children·s theater group founded at Peddie to coUect food and money for area 
soup kitchens. Entirely student-llID. the group rehearsed countless hours and held 
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fund-raisers to provide sets and costumes for a musical for local children, for 
which the price ofadmission was two cans ofnonperishable food. We performed 
The Wizard ofOz and Jack and the Beanstalk. Greeting little children after the 
performance who believe you really are the Wicked Witch, or Dorothy, and 
knowing that 2,500 cans of food are in the lobby waiting to be taken to the food 
banks - I don't know ofanything better than that. -recent Peddie graduate 
(peddie Viewboo~ 1996) 
The Peddie School provides an excellent setting to study the impact ofa 
community service program. In addition to the above considerations, the Peddie School 
has an active interest in community service and a commitment to improving its programs 
by utilizing new resources. Given the diversity of the student populatio~ the clear focus 
oftheir community service pro~ and the accessibility of the admjnistration and 
students, the impact ofcommunity service on the students can be assessed in a controlled 
and focused manner. 
Summary 
School-based community service is not a new idea. Although descriptions ofsuch 
programs have been reported in professional literature throughout this century, they have 
never enjoyed widespread popularity in the schools. However, recendy several states and 
school districts have begun to require students to engage in community service during 
their school careers. Consistently mentioned in statements ofeducational purpose is the 
goal ofto help young people to develop the knOWledge, skills and attitudes associated 
with effective citizenship. It is concomitantly assumed that effective citizens are the 
foundation ofdemocratic society. To be an effective citizen one needs to feel included in 
the community as a whole. Inclusion is more than admittance into society but also 
feeling accepted and valued as part of that community. Self-esteem is another critical 
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component ofbeing an effective citizen and individuaL Examining the impact ofa 
community service program on measures ofcivic inclusion and self-esteem is the core of 
this dissertation. A compelling issue for schools is one ofdesigning and implementing a 
community service program that will help young people acquire the experiences 
necessary to reach their potential as citizens. 
The review ofliterature conceming school-based community service programs 
has indicated that an understanding of the impact ofthese programs on the students 
performing the service is needed. Research literature concerning community service 
programs has shown insignificant quantitative results in the enhancement ofeither self­
esteem or civic inclusion. However, no study bas investigated programs tbat were 
specifically designed to complement the entire mission of the school. Researchers from 
foregoing studies have concluded that programs with the most potential for enhancing 
student perceptions ofcivic inclusion and self-esteem. are ones that are woven into the 
mission ofthe school. 
CHAPTERm 
MEnlOOOLOGY 
Introduction 
The focus ofthis study was on the effect ofa school-based community service 
program on measures ofstudent self-esteem. and sense ofcivic inclusion. Measures from 
students that participated in community service were compared to those from students 
that chose not to begin their service requirement during the 1995-1996 academic year. 
Quantitative results were gathered from the pre-test and. post-test questionnaires. In 
additio~ qualitative results were analyzed from the individual interviews that were 
conducted with students that started their service. Also examined were student 
perceptions ofthe elderly after the students completed service hours working at a 
retirement community. 
Participants 
The study population was the ninth grade class at the Peddie School. Ofthe 
eighty-rune students in the freshman class, seventy-nine selected to participate in the 
study. Since none bad started their community service requirements a pre-test was 
applicable to all ofthem. Participants included 48 males (60.8%) and 31 females 
(39.2%). Of the students participating 55 identified themselves as Caucasian (69.6%),9 
as African-American (11.4%), 7 as Asian-American (8.90.10),3 as Hispanic (3.8%), and 5 
as other (6.3%). Boarding students numbered 43 (54.4%), while day students numbered 
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36 (45.6%). The experimental group~ those selectiDg to do commUDity service during the 
1995-1996 academic year, numbered 27 (34.2%) students. 
Measures 
Demographic Data ADalyses 
Data was collected on a number ofdemographic variables including gender~ race, 
student status as a boarding or day student, age, religion, and languages spoken at home 
and related to outcome measures. For the categorical demographic variables ofgender, 
race~ boarding or day student, religion and languages, frequency distributions are 
presented that identify the variable, the sub-categories ofthe variable, and the number and 
percentage ofsubjects that are represented at each variable sub-category. 
Instruments 
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The Coopersmith Self·Esteem Inventory (CSEI) is designed to measure evaluative 
attitudes toward the self in social, academic, family, and personal areas ofexperience. 
There is also a Lie Scale that indicates extremely socialized response sets. For the 
purpose ofthis instrument, self-esteem refers to the evaluation that a person makes, and 
customarily maintains, ofhim- or herself. Self-esteem is a personal judgment of 
worthiness expressed in attitudes a person holds toward the self (Consulting 
Psychologists Press (CPP), 1981). 
The CSEI was developed in conjunction with an extensive study of self-esteem in 
children (Coopersmith, 1967). The major basis for the study was the belief that self­
esteem is significantly associated with effective functioning and personal satisfaction. 
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Yet. at the time there was no reliable, valid measure ofself-esteem which led to the 
development ofthe CSEI. 
The School Form ofthe CSEI was utilized in this study. This form is used with 
students aged eight through fifteen and consists offifty-eight items: fifty self-esteem 
items and eight items that constitute the Lie Scale, which is a measure ofa student's 
defensiveness or test wiseness (CPP, 1981). The total score can be separated into scores 
on the four subscales: General Selt: Social Self.Peers, Home-Parents, and School­
Academic. The subscales allow for variaaces in self-esteem in different areas of 
expenencc. 
The administration ofCSEI to a group or an individual results in the assessment 
ofhigh, medium, or low self-esteem. Cutoff points can be established and persons with 
scores above or below those points can be evaluated further. The CSEI can be used on a 
pre/post basis to judge the effectiveness ofself-esteem programs. 
Issues of test reliability: internal consistency (Spatz" Johnston, 1973); subscale 
and item interrelations (Donaldson, 1974); and, stability (Rubin, 1978), have been 
examined in the literature (CPP, 1981). Test validity: const.ruct (Kokenes, 1974, 1978); 
concurrent (Simon" Simon, 1975); and predictive (Donaldson, 1974), bas also been 
closely reviewed in the literature (CPP, 1981). Extensive normative data is presented in 
the CSEI manuaL "Caution should be exercised when using the normative samples. 
Even though several are quite large, their primary usefWness will be for comparison 
purposes. It is strongly recommended that users develop local norms" (p.I7). 
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Pre- And Post-Test Student Survey 
The pre- and post-test student survey was adapted ftom three instruments and 
combined into a single measure for ease in usage. No questions were altered but 
additional demographic information was requested. Permission for use ofthe instruments 
was granted by the creators. 
Questions one through six were developed. by Howard and McKeacbie (1992) at 
the University ofMicbigan as a statistical measure ofpre- to post-course changes in 
beliefs and values regarding community service experience. This instrument was utilized 
in comparing experimental and control group differences on the impact ofcommunity 
service. lbe instrument is a briefself-administered questionnaire inquiring about 
students~ social and political beliefs and values through a set ofLikert -scale items. Post­
test version includes nine Likert-type items where the students indicate the extent to 
which the community service work: influenced their personal orientations towards their 
community and future service intentions. This measure fits under the researcher~s 
operational definition ofCivic Inclusion. lbis instrument was utilized in an academic 
setting at the college level and displayed significant between group changes but not 
within group differences (Markus. Howard &. King~ 1992). 
Questions seven through fifteen were adapted from the Service Learning and 
Elder Care Questionnaire developed by Killemper at Cornell University (1993). 'Ibis 
instrument is completed by students in the Human Development and Family Studies 
Department. Service Learning and Elder Care Program. Only eight questions from the 
original instrument were not included in the version administered to the Peddie ninth 
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grade students. Certain demographic questions (e.g., marital status, children) and 
questions regarding careers in gerontology, were not appropriate for this age group. 
Many students at The Peddie School select to do their community service at a 
retirement community located within walking distance ofthe schooL Graduates ofthe 
school have been known to return for a quick visit to the school and then spend several 
hours catching up with their friends at the seniors' home. Administrators, alumni and the 
elderly community members have noted long lasting relationships which have developed 
between the students and the elderly that begun during community service experiences. 
This section ofthe instrument will enable us to ascertain ifperceptions ofthe elderly 
population are altered due to service in this area. 
The final section ofquestions was adapted from the Measuring Citizenship 
Project Notebook developed by the Walt Whitman Center for Culture and Politics of 
Democracy at Rutgers University. Though much of the original tool was inappropriate to 
students just beginning bigh school, several concept sets were ideal for evaluating 
students' perceptions ofseveral concepts. Used in conjunction with the results from other 
sections of the pre- and post-test student survey additional insight should be gained on the 
student's measure ofCivic Inclusion. 
Procedures 
The Peddie School gave permission to conduct research on the impact of 
community service on their incoming ninth grade class for the academic year of 1995­
1996. The Rutgers Human Subject Review Board read the proposal and granted an 
exemption (Appendix A). In July 1995 parental permission letters were sent to all 
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parents ofninth grade students (Appendix B). Students were also asked. to sign a letter of 
consent (Appendix C) before the tests were administered. Seventy-nine ofthe 89 ninth 
grade students selected to participate. 
The pre-test instruments were administered to the entire sample (n=79) on the 
second week ofschool after a briefexplanation by the Assistant Head and the researcher 
of the project and a review of the consent form. All students received a 9xll inch 
envelope containing a student letter ofconsent, a Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
(Appendix D). and a Pre-Test Student Survey (Appendix E). The envelopes were 
numbered from one to ninety on the outside. The enclosed consent form was 
correspondingly numbered as well as both instnunents. Students were instructed to read 
the letter ofconsent and sign it ifthey wished to participate. These were then given to the 
Assistant Head ofthe school. Both of the instruments were then completed by the 
students and returned in the envelope to the researcher before the students left the room. 
The Peddie School has the list ofstudent names and corresponding numbers. while the 
researcher bas the test responses. The students were informed that this would occur and 
that they should not worry that any single person's answers would be viewed by the 
school or that the researcher would ever have their names in connection with their 
responses. 
Students in the ninth grade class self-selected as to when to begin their 
community service work, ifat all during the 1995-1996 academic year, and the number of 
hours they would complete. Self-selection was unavoidable given the other requirements 
that the students face and the degree ofdifficulty ofthe academic work. This study 
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attempted to closely replicate the community service program now in place at Peddie, 
which requires the twenty hours for graduation but does not state when a student must 
begin, so that an evaluation of the program itself can be conducted. The fact that some 
students will not select to begin their community service hours in the freshman year 
creates a quasi-control. Post-test measures will be admjnistered in the same manner as 
the pre-tests at the end ofthe academic year in June 1996. 
Quantitative Analysis 
For the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory total score and subscale scores, 
measures ofcivic inclusion, and attitudes toward the elderly, pre and post means and 
standard deviations are presented for the experimental group, the control group, and all 
subjects. Also, a matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients and significance levels are 
presented for the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory total score and subscale scores, 
measures ofcivic inclusion, and attitudes toward the elderly. 
The foUowing presents the statistical analyses that will be conducted to analyze 
the hypotheses in this study: 
1. Community service participation has a positive impact on the self-esteem of 
students. 
2. Participation in community service bas a positive impact on the students' sense 
ofcivic inclusion. 
3. Participation in community service with the elderly bas a greater positive 
impact on perception ofthe elderly than other types ofcommunity service. 
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4. Students that participate in community service show greater interest in pursuing 
future community service activities than those who bave not participated.. 
An analysis ofthe pre-participation scores was conducted to insure that the groups 
are equivalent at this phase. The experimental group, consisting ofthose students that 
elect to begin their community service requirement, and the control group, consisting of 
those students that did not elect to begin their community service requirement were 
compared on self-esteem. civic inclusion, and perception ofthe elderly. An analysis of 
variance was used to compare the groups on each ofthese dependent variables. 
Post test scores are the outcome measures for this study. While program status, 
doing community service or not, and the demographic variables served as the 
independent variables. Pre-test scores are the covariant when doing the analysis of 
covariance (ANCOVA) to control for any differences that may exist between the groups 
at the pre-participation phase (Campbell and Stanley, 1981). 
For hypothesis 4, a score for likelihood ofparticipation in additional community 
service will be compiled from the subjects' responses to question 6s, and the mean 
likelihood scores between experimental and control groups will be compared using an 
ANOVA. 
Qualitative Analysis 
To better appreciate the complexity ofthe issues under investigation a link 
between the variables under consideration needs to be addressed. Establishing a 
significant relationship between community service and civic inclusion, for example, 
leads us to ask the bigger question: "How does this come aboutr' In order to trace the 
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linkages between these variables a qualitative approach to supplement the statistical 
analysis was utilized. Thus, additional data was gathered through interviews with 
students in the experimental group. The results from the interviews will serve as an 
additional source of information that informed the broader findings. 
In conuast to the pre- and post·test data coUectiOD, the student interviews 
were conducted in order to generate, rather than test, hypotheses concerning the effects of 
participation in a school-based community service program. The goal ofthe interview 
process was to examine the students' stated reactions to their community service 
experiences and the values, conceptions, and meanings they identified with the 
experience. It was hoped that the student interviews would show: wbat students define 
as community service and how they believe it is relevant to them; how they define self­
esteem and what they believe contributes to their sense ofself-esteem; whether they 
believe that community service helps or hinders their academic work; how their 
community service work is going; whether~ and how, they might change the community 
service program. at Peddie; and, whether they anticipate doing more community service in 
the future. Questions reflecting these areas ofinquiry are listed in Appendix F. 
Interviews were conducted in an open-ended fasbio~ using an informal 
conversational approach, as described by Patton (1990). Such an approach provides the 
greatest sensitivity to individual differences, which is a central concern ofthe present 
study. The interviews were audio-tape recorded with the permission ofthe school and 
students. In addition. notes were taken during and immediately after each interview. A 
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review ofthe interview responses and the candidate's subjective impressions wen: 
entered on computer as soon after the interview as possible. 
The first step in the interview was to ask the students to define many ofthese 
central terms in their own words. This is important to insure that the interviewer and the 
student are '~on the same page." Successive questions directly reflected the survey 
research. For example, question 16 asks ifthe student anticipates performing more 
community service work in the future. Answers to this question can be linked with the 
findings from the student survey to suggest whether or not the fourth hypothesis is valid. 
Thus, a qualitative analysis ofthe responses to the interview questions was 
conducted to gather additional data related to community service and civic inclusion. The 
responses to each interview question was compiled and analyzed to identify response 
categories. The frequencies were computed for each response category to identify 
prominent themes in student thinking for each question. A summary is also provided to 
discuss the most common and important issues that arise from the interview data. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF SnJDV 
Introduction 
The purpose ofthis chapter is to present the results ofthe statistical analyses 
conducted on the data collected in this study. The chapter begins with a presentation of 
basic descriptive statistics including frequency distributions, means, and standard 
deviations that were generated on the demographic variables and the independent and 
dependent variables. This is followed be the results ofhypothesis testing. The second 
halfofthis chapter presents the qualitative data collected from the interviews with 
students that participated in the Peddie School community service program. 
Results ofData Analyses Related to Survey 
Descriptive Statistics 
This section presents frequency distributions, means and standard deviations on 
the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, and scales for perception ofthe elderly and civic 
inclusion. Demographic data on the subjects was presented in Chapter m. 
Frequency distributions for the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory total score 
and scales for the pretest and the post-test are presented in Tables 1 through 10 
(Appendix G). Frequency distributions on civic inclusion pretest and post-test are 
presented in Tables 11 and 12 (Appendix G). Also, a frequency distribution on question 
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6 is presented in Table 13 (Appendix G). Fn:quency distributions on perceptions ofthe 
elderly pretest and post-test are presented in Tables 14 and IS (Appendix G). 
The pretest and post-test means and standard deviations categorized by the 
subjects that have and have not chosen to ~ and in some cases even complete, their 
community service requirement on the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory total score 
and scales, civic inclusion, and perception ofthe elderly are presented in Table 16. 
Analysis ofHypotheses 
An analysis ofgroup differences was conducted to determine ifthe subjects who 
have and have not participated in the community service pro~ were equivalent on the 
variables at the pretest stage. The analysis ofvariance results for the pretest analyses are 
presented in Tables 17 through 23. The results indicate that the groups were equivalent 
on total self-esteem scores [F(l.77)=1.71. p< .19] and the following scales: General 
[F(1.7?) = 1.69. p< .19]. home/parents [F{l,77)=6.39. p<.81], and self/peers [F(l,77)=.06, 
p<.80]. Significant group differences were found, however. on the school scale 
[F(I,77)=6.39. p<.OI]. The means and standards ofdeviations presented in Table 16 
indicate that the pretest mean of4.36 for those who did not do community service was 
significandy lower than the pretest mean ofS.13 for subjects who did community service. 
An moderate effect size of .42 was calculated between the groups. 
The analysis ofpretest differences on perceptions ofthe elderly revealed no 
significant results [F(I,77)=.04, p<.84], and similar results were found for pretest 
differences on measures ofcivic inclusion [F(l,77)=.46, p<.50]. 
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Table 16 
Means apd Standard Deviations 00 All Variables 
No Community Service (0=52) Community Service (0=27) 
Pre Post Pre Post 
Variable !!!e!! m !!!all m mean m !!9!! m 
General 20.12 3.19 20.05 l.5S 21.04 2.55 20.18 3.4S 
HomelParents 6JJ6 1.61 6.25 1.81 S.9S 2.10 6.07 :U8 
SelflPcers 7.14 L07 6.75 I.3S 7.07 1.09 6.5S 1.45 
School 4.36 1.40 4.26 US S.ll .97 4.70 1.43 
Total l7.69 5.33 37.32 5.60 39..21 3.90 31.22 5.61 
Self-Esteem 
POE 2.51 .32 2.46 ..21 2.50 .13 2.48 .22. 
Civic 3.06 .36 2.98 .28 3.11 .32 3.17 .37 
Inclusion 
Ques.6 2.32 .s4 2..85 .57 
Table 17 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem Total by Community Service 
Source orVari.don Sum ofSquares QE Mean Square f Signi!. or F 
Community Service 41.2.3 41.2.3 1.71 .19 
Residual 1846.28 77 23.97 
Total 1887.51 78 24.19 
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Table 18 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. SUbscale General. RY Community Service 
SourceofVariJlion Sumof~ OF Mean SguPe f Sisnit: of F 
Community Service IS.24 IS.24 1.69 .19 
Residual 691.50 77 8.91 
Total 706.7S 78 9.06 
Table 19 

Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. Subscale HomeIParents. by Communitt SeM" 

Source ofVariation Sum ofSguares .Qf Mean Square f Signif. of F 
Community Service .18 .18 .06 .81 
Residual 247..3S 77 3.21 
Total 247.54 78 3.17 
Table 20 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. Subscale SelfZPeers. by Community Service 
Source ofVarialion Sum ofSgyarc:s .Qf Mean Square 
.E SiMif. of F 
Community Service .07 .07 .06 .80 
Residual 90.25 77 1.17 
Total 90..33 78 us 
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Table 21 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. Subscale School. by Community Service 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSquarcs OF Mean Sguan: f Sipif:of F 
Communiry Service to.37 10.37 6.39 .01 
Residua! 124.90 77 1.62 
Total 135.28 71 1.73 
Table 22 
Analysis ofCivic Inclusion by Community Service 
Sou.rce ofVariation Sum ofSquarcs OF Mean Square f Signi(of F 
Communiry Service J)6 .06 .46 .so 
Residual 9.74 77 .13 
Total 9.80 71 .126 
Table 23 
Analysis ofPerception ofElderly by Community Service 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSguares .Qf Mean Square f Signi(of F 
Communiry Service J103 .003 .04 .14 
Residua! S.96 77 .077 
Total S.96 71 .076 
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The analysis ofpretest differences indicate that the groups were equivalent at the 
pretest phase on all variables except the scbool scale on the Coopersmith Self-Esteem 
Inventory. 
Table 24 presents the correlation coefficients between the pretest scores and the 
post·test scores on the variables. For each variable.. a significant prelpost correlation 
coefficient was found, indicating that a significant relationship exists between the pretest 
scores and the post-test scores. These findings indicate that prelpost differences should 
be analyzed with analysis ofcovariance, using pre-test scores as the covariate to control 
for the relationship between pretest and post-test scores. When used in this way, variance 
associated with pretest scores is extracted so that the only differences that remain are 
those associated with the effects ofthe independent variable {Tabachnick &. Fide~ 1989}. 

Hypothesis 1: Community Service participation has a positive impact on the 

self-esteem ofstudents. 

Analysis ofcovariance was used to test this hypothesis with community service as 
the independent variable and self-esteem scores as the dependent variable. Pretest scores 
served as the covariate, the groups were the independent variable, and post-test scores 
were the dependent variable. An analysis ofcovariance was conducted for the total self· 
esteem score and for each scale. These results are presented in Table 25 through 29. For 
each analysis the covariate effect was significant. However, no significant mean 
differences were found for total self-esteem score [FO,76)=.OOl, p<.98]. and for the self­
esteem scales including general [F(l,76)=.23. p<.62]. home/parents [F(l.76}=.02, p<.76], 
self/peers [F(1,76)=.28, p<.S9], and school [F{1.76)=.02. p.89]. As a result ofthese 
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findings~ we can conclude that no significant differences in self-esteem were found 
between those who did and did not participate in community service. 
Hypothesis 2: Participation in communitY service has a pgsitive impact 00 
students~ sense ofcivic inclusion. 
An analysis ofcovariance was used to test this bypothe&is with pretest civic 
inclusion scores as the covariate~ the groups as the independent variabl~ and post-test 
scores as the dependent variable. These results are presented in Table 30. A significant 
covariate effect was found. AIso~ significant mean differences in civic inclusion were 
found between the post test scores ofthose who did and did not participate in community 
service [F(l,76)=S.93, p<.OI]. As a resu1tofthese finding~ we can conclude subjects 
that participated in community service had significantly higher civic inclusion post-test 
scores than subjects who did not participate in community service. The mean of3.17 for 
the community service subjects was significantly higher than the mean of2.98 for the 
subjects that did not complete their community service requirement. 
An analysis ofvariance was conducted on question 6, which was completed only 
as a post test. The resu1ts~ presented in Table 31 indicate that significant mean 
differences were found [F(l,77)=16.37~ p<.OOI]. The means and standards ofdeviations 
in Table 16 indicate that the mean of2.32 for those who did not participate in the 
community service program was significantly lower than the mean of 2.BS for those who 
did participate in community service. 
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Table 24 
Pearson Correlatiops between Pretest ap.d Post-Test Scores 
Variable Correlation Sipificance 
ToW Self..Esteem .53 .001 
General Self-Esteem .42 .001 
HomelParents Self..Esteem .5S .001 
SelfIPeers Self-Esteem .39 .001 
School Self-Esteem .5S .001 
Perception ofElderly .24 .03 
Sense ofCivic lnclusion .4S .001 
Table 2S 
Analysis ofTotal Self..Esteem Post-Test by CommunitY Service 
Source of Variation 
Covariate 
Sum ofSquares 
69O.S 
OF Mean Square 
690.5 
f 
30.0S 
Signif. of F 
.001 
Self-Esteem Pretest 
Community Service 
Residual 
.01 
174S.84 76 
.01 
22.97 
.001 .98 
Total 2436.3S 78 31.23 
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Table 26 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. Subscale General. Post-Test by Community Service 
Soun:e ofVariation Sum ofSquares .Qf Mean Square f. Signitof F 
Covariate 176.61 176.61 17.06 .001 
Self·Esteem Pretest 
Community Service 2.46 2.46 .23 .62 
Residual 786.69 76 10.35 
Total 965.77 78 12.38 
Table 27 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem, SubscaJ.e HomeIParents. Post-Test by Commum!y Service 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSquares .Qf Mean Square .E Signif. of F 
Covariate 90.08 90.08 33.92 .01 
Self·Esteem Pretest 
Community Servi" .23 .23 .08 .76 
Residual 201.83 76 2.65 
Total 292.15 78 3.74 
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Table 28 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem, Subscale Self7Peers.. Post-Test by Community Service 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSquares DF MeanSquan; f Sipif.of F 
Covariate 22.40 22.40 13.49 .001 
Self·Esteem Pretest 
Community Servi~ .46 .46 .28 .59 
Residual 126.21 76 1.66 
Total 149.08 78 1.91 
Table 29 
Analysis ofSelf-Esteem. Subscale School, Post-Test by Community Service 
Source ofVariation 
Covariate 
Sum of§guares 
37.68 
Qf 
I 
Mean Sauare 
37.68 
f 
32.69 
Sigif.of F 
.001 
Self-Esteem Pretest 
Community Servi~ .02 .02 .02 .89 
Residual 87.53 76 l.lS 
Total 12S.21 78 1.60 
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Table 30 
Analysis ofSeose ofCh:ic Inclusion Post-Test by Community Service 
Source ofVariatiOll Sum ofSguares DF Mean SQuarrr f Signjf. of F 
Covariate 1.82 1.82 22.48 .oor 
Self-Esteem Pretest 
Community Serviee .48 .48 5.93 .01 
Residual 6.15 76 .08 
Total 8.45 78 .10 
Table 31 
Analysis ofV ariance on Ouestion #6 (Ap,pendix El 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSguares I!E Mean Square Simi!. of F 
Question #6 5.01 5.01 16.37 .001 
Residual 23.59 77 ..30 
Total 28.61 78 ..37 
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fupotbesis 3: pgcipation in commllPity serviq with lite elderly has a veater 
positive impact on perccmtion ofthe elderly than other types ofcommunity seryice. 
An analysis ofvariance was conducted to compare those subjects who conducted 
their community service in general to those who worked with the elderly on perception of 
the elderly scores. The results, presented in Table 32 indicate that no significant mean 
differences were found [F(l,2S)=.12, p<.73]. 
Hypotheses 4: Students that participate in communitY service will show mater 
interest in pursuing additional community service activities than students that 
did not participate. 
Any analysis ofvariance was conducted on question 6s with subjects categorized 
by those who did and did not participate in community service. A significant mean 
difference, presented in Table 33, was found [F(l,77)=6.64, p<.Ol]. These results 
indicate that the mean of2.96 for those who participated in community service was 
significantly higher than the mean of2.44 for those who did not participate in community 
service. 
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Table 32 
Analysis ofVariance on Perception ofElderlv for Community Service Subiects 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSguarg Qf Mean Square f Signif. of F 
Community Service .12 .12 .12 .73 
w/wo Elderly 
Residual 26.61 2S 1.06 
Total 26.74 26 1.02 
Table 33 
Analysis ofV ariance on Question 6s by Community Service 
Source ofVariation Sum ofSguares OF Mean Square Signif. of F 
Between Groups 4.81 4.81 6.64 .01 
Within Groups 55.78 77 .72 
Total 60.60 78 
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Results ofData Analyses Related to Interviews 
This section presents the results, with example quotes~ from the interviews 
conducted with thirteen Peddie students that participated in the community service 
program. In contrast to the paper-and-penci1 data conectio~ the student interviews were 
conducted in order to generate, rather than test, hypotheses concerning the effects of 
participation in a school based community service program.. The goal of the interview 
process was to examine the students' stated reactions to their community service 
experiences and the values, conceptions, and meanings they identified with that 
experience. It was hoped that the student interviews would show: how the students 
define the concepts under investigation in this study; how the students' viewed their 
specific experiences doing community service; what they might change about the specific 
community service program at the Peddie School; and, whether they felt that participation 
in the community service program effected their academic work. Questions reflecting 
these areas ofinquiry are listed in Appendix F. 
In person interviews were conducted with thirteen ofthe twenty-seven students 
that had self-selected to begin their Peddie School community requirement in their ninth 
grade year. This subset ofstudents was chosen in order to gather in-depth data on 
students with a range ofcommunity service hours (Table 34) and placements. 
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Table 34 

Interviewed Students' CommunitY Service Hours and mean. 

(note that graduation requirement is 20 hours) 

interview # CS hours completed in 9th grade 
1 50 

2 6 

3 8 

4 10 

5 9 

6 9 

7 11 

8 50 

9 7 

10 12 

11 8 

12 46 

13 12 

average # ofcs hours 18.307 
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Interviews were conducted in an open-ended fashion.. using an informal 
conversational approach, as described by Patton (1990). Such an approach provided the 
greatest sensitivity to individual differences, which is a central concem. ofthe present 
study. Students were informed that there were no right or wrong answers to the questions 
but that this was an opportunity for them to address some ofthe issues under 
investigation that might not lend themselves to the survey format. QuestioDS were asked 
in the order presented in Appendix F. The interviews were audio-taped recorded; no 
student objected to being recorded. In addition.. notes were taken during and immediately 
after each interview. A review ofthe interview responses and the researcher's subjective 
impressions were entered on computer as soon after the interview as was possible. The 
interview data was then reviewed for common and diverging themes. 
Responses to Specific Interview Questions 
The following are the specific interview questions that were asked ofthe thirteen 
students interviewed who had participated in the Peddie School community service 
program in their ninth grade year. All students answered all questions. Specific quotes 
ofexemplar answers are given along with the student interview number. Definition of 
terms under investigation were asked for in order to prime the student for further 
questioDS relating to that area. 
I) Define community for me. 
I think it's your surroundings and everything that effects you and everything that 
is intertwined with the people and where you are. And basically, what affects you 
and what you are affected by_ - student #1 
A group ofpeople working together to do something. - student #9 
ss 
Community? Well how I think ofit is kind ofthe enviromnent that you live in 
and you work in and ifit's and ideal community I think tbat everybody should be 
able to get along and have some understanding ofeach other. #13 
The most frequent definition ofcommunity involved references to 
"people/places" (69.2%). 'lbJee students (23.1 %) refened to a community as having a 
"general purpose." 'While only one student ( 7."") made a statement tbat demonstrated a 
grasp ofpeople belonging to "multiple separate communities~' at anyone time. 
2) Define community service and how it is relevant to you. 
Community service is to help better the community tbat surrounds you and to help 
pitch in with making it a better place for the people that live there, and how it lifts 
me. - student #6 
I think community service is helping your community, and I think it should be 
voluntary. not paid. Your doing it to help your community and since your helping 
your community your helping yourself too. And, I know when I do community 
service it makes me feel better because I think that rm helping people. - student 
#12 
Community service to me is when you volunteer your time to help someone else 
that needs something done, or just to help them out. How it's relevant to me, I 
think it's important to help people who need it and I'd like to do it. -student #13 
The majority (69.2%) community service with a reference to 
helping/volunteering. The remaining 4 students (30.8%) spoke of the doing "good and 
benefitiog.n 
3) Define self-esteem. 
Self-esteem is having a positive attitude. not being ashamed ofyourself and being 
happy with who you ate. - student #4 
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Self-esteem. I think it's kind ofthe way you see yourself; like you think your a 
good student, and you are popular, whatever you think, that you've got pretty 
good self-esteem. But ifyou think you are kind ot; like a reject, and you have no 
friends, then your self-esteem. is pretty low. - student #13 
Self-esteem was described as "how you view yourself' by 7 students (53.8%) 
interviewed. 'caemg yourself' and "confidence" were equally frequent (23.1%) each. 
4) What do you believe contributes to your sense ofselfesteem? 
Probably my mom and my family because they support me a lot in what I do. ­
student #6 
My friends, my family, they give me a lot ofsupport, and my teachers help too. ­
student #13 
"Family, friends, and relationships" were quoted as contributers to the students' 
self--esteem 84.6% ofthe time. A distant second in fi"equency was "being a leader" to 
contributing to self--esteem (15.4%). 
5) Wby did you choose to begin your community service requirement this 
year? 
It is because I have always done community service. - student #1 
Because it is good to ~ like I don't want to start too late, and it is good to help 
other people. - student #1 0 
I volunteered at the hospital. I was planning to do it anyway, besides Peddie's 
requirement. My dad works at the hospital, be's a doctor. My sister had done it 
for a few years before and she said it is really fUn and it is a good thing to do. She 
is like a cheerful person all ofthe time, so she gets along with all the nurses and 
they love her so. She said I should try this. I'm probably going to continue this 
summer. - student #12 
A friend ofmine told me that you bad to be 14 to volunteer at the hospital and I'm 
only interested in medicine and stutt: so I applied Then I remembered that I had 
community service hours and I figured great, ru kill two birds with one stone. ­
student #13 
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The majority ofstudents (46.1 %) began their community service in their Dinth 
grade year at Peddie in order to "jump start! lower the burden." The other two most 
commonly occurring references stated that they "did it (community service) before" 
(23.1%), or that they were "excited about specific site" (23.1%). One student (7.7%) 
stated a '~ear ofbaving to do it all in the last year". 
6) How did you find out about the community service program? 
When I first got accepted here they sent home a packet ofstuff. One ofthe 
packets had all community service information, like how many hours you had and 
where you bad to go. - student #11 
An equal numberofstudent (46.1 % each) stated that they were aware ofthe 
community service program "before coming to Peddie" either through the admissions 
department or the school brochure. While (53.90.4) ofthe students became aware ofthe 
community service program after the start ofclasses, numerous sources ofthis 
information were cited - bulletin boardIpeopleiadvisor/e-mail. 
7) How did you find out about the site were you are working? 
[ found out about it at a Chapel Talk. They were telling us all bout ways that we 
could help and I just signed up. - student #4 
Well, I play baseball, so most ofthe kids in the league help out with Cballenger.­
student#11 
Many of the community service sites selected were first encountered through 
some other school group that the students already belonged to, "team/clubs/singing 
group" (38.5%). While "Chapel Talk," "bulletin boardIe-mail," uother students," and 
''worked there before" were all cited equally (15.4%). 
8) How is your community service work. going? 
Ob, it is great. We are in a group called the Peddie Singers and what we did was 
went around and sang for the elderly homes and just made their day a little 
brighter. They don't get to hear people sing a lot and stuff. It went very well. ­
student #4 
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"Very well/great" was given as an answer to the question ofhow their specific 
community service work was going (53.9%) ofthe time. The remaining students stated 
that it was going "good/pretty good" (46.1%). 
9) What is the bestlworse thing about your community service work? 
The best thing is being able to interact with the community in which you live in or 
which you do your daily thing in. Just being able to interact with and make better 
what you do, make it better. The worse thing about it is that not many people do 
it. Not many people really care about community service. They are like, that's 
their itch I should be able to use it, I shouldn't have to do anything. - student # 1 
[ think the best thing is that you feel good after you do it. The worse thing is 
sometimes you feel like (paused) I know when I was at the Special Olympics I felt 
a little awkward because they asked me some strange questions I wasn't sure how 
to answer them. But there really is no down side. - student #4 
The best thing is you just have to love sports and bave fun with kids with 
disabilities. I don't know what the worst thing is. - student #11 
The best thing I'd say is that you get to help other people and you get to see what 
it's really like, but in some ways it's kind ofthe worst thing. Some people lead 
such a secluded, like sheltered, life and when they see it, it really effects them 
strongly. - student #12 
The best thing is that I get to be in the field ofmedicine, so I'm learning stuffand 
also I'm helping people. The nurses need the help and the patients, ifthey need 
something I can get it for them. It just kind ofmakes me feel good that I am 
helping them. But the worst thing, I work on the oncology floor, so I see a lot of 
people who come in but don't go home. It's kind ofbard to watch them die. ­
student #13 
Given the two part nature ofthis question it was easiest to code the answers as 
separate entities. The best thing about community service was the "great feeling! interact 
with community or kids" answer with an overwhelming 92.3%. Only one student (7. ~IO) 
gave a ''what goes around ... " answer. Answers for what was the worse thing about 
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community service was more broadly distributed in the responses: "time away from 
studies/study baUI family (no indication that this was a big deal)" 30.8%; "nothing bad 
about community service 23.1%; "acquired in social problem situatious" 23.1%; that 
''many people don't care about community service IS.4%; an~ one student (7.?GA.) that 
stated the worse thing about community service was that it was "mandatorylbaviog to do 
it." 
10) Does the community service work help and/or hinder your academic 
work? 
It doesn't help or hinder because I always do community service, so it's just been 
like there. It's a part ofme so it doesn't hinder and I don't know if it helps of not 
because it is just like a part ofme, so I haven't really been able to see how 
anything changes. - student #1 
I think it kind ofhinders it. I mean, because there is a lot ofpressure to get 
community service done early so, you know, your always thinking should I do 
this, I should do that. When you do want to do community service you might 
have to miss classes and fall behind. But ifyou miss a class, especially at Peddie, 
you are really far behind. Especially for myself, so it is bard to do it all at one 
time. - student #2 
WeU, I think it belps it. I mean, because my grades baven't gone down since I did 
it. It's just kinda something I go and do. I don't have to think about school. It 
kind of takes my mind away from my worries about that I have this test or this 
paper or that essay. - student #13 
Nine (69.2%) ofthe students responded that doing community service '<neither 
helps nor hinders" their academic work. While three (23.1%) said that it "helps 
Icontributes to my work." A single student (7.?OA.) stated that it "hinders" their academic 
work. 
11) What has belped with your community service work? 
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[ don't know, my parents have always made me do community service. I mean it 
just comes naturally to me doing community service, it is no big deal. 
-student #1 
I've grown, I've bad better relationships with people that I do community service 
with. And, morally., like, Pve grown helping people. - student #3 
The nurses., they're friendly you know, and they're helpfUl. And the patients just 
being nice, just being there. - student #13 
The majority ofstudents (76.98A.) stated that they "don't knowl unsure!9 what 
helped with their community service participation. Two (15.4%) stated that an adult on 
site, "the coaches! the nurses," were what aided their work. A single student (7.7%) 
attributed the help to his own maturation, "rYe grown." 
12) Do you believe that others should start their community service work in 
the ninth grade? 
I think you should do community service whenever you can. I don't think you 
should start it so you can get in your 20 hours, or whatever hours you are 
supposed to have done for schooL [ think you should do it whenever you can. 
spare the time to make everybody better, to make everything better for you and 
everybody else. - student # I 
I think it depends on each person. I don't think they should start it in their last 
year. But I think they should at least think about it and get an idea about what 
they want to do. - student #10 
The most frequent answer (61.5%) to this question was "to better things/whenever 
you can." These were strong endorsements to what young adolescence's can, and should 
contribute. The remaining students (38.5%) were viewing the situation more practically 
and less altruistically when they stated that ninth graders should participate in the 
community service pro~ "yes, to get it startedldone." 
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13) How would you design the community service program difJen:ntly? 
I think I would like, change the hours. Twenty hours is not a lot, but I mean, the 
should have some kind ofcommunity service day or something like that. You 
know, maybe once a term. or something where they have either no classes or really 
shon: classes and then they have V8DS that could take you to all these different 
places. That you can help at. instead ofhaving to choose between doing good in 
your classes and community service. When choosing between going to class and 
community service, people choose the class. - student #2 
At Peddie I would make it like, instead ofhaving a certain criteria by your senior 
year, I would have it yearly you would have to do some stuff. Have some 
functions, like maybe a soup kitchen an assigned week or something over the 
weekend. I would make it more organized. - student #4 
I guess I would try and mange more trips. Like here they have all kinds of 
groups and just start a community service group. Have meetings every week or 
something. - student #11 
[ think it is pretty good the way it is now. I might move it up to maybe 30 hours. 
- student # 13 
30.8% oftbe students are happy with the present community service program at 
Peddie and "wouldn't change program." While a like amount of30.8% would like a 
somewhat broader program with "more sites! advance notice." Somewhat surprisingly. 
four (30.8%) students would like "more required hours" for the graduation requirement. 
One student (7.7%) wanted a decrease in required hours and/or a specific time during 
school allotted to community service, "less hours/service day." 
14) How would you spread enthusiasm for the community service program 
with your peers? 
I would teU them that it's good to help other people and you get a lot out ofit. 
You are not just ding it because you have nothing else to do, or because you are 
supposed to, you should do it because you also want to. - student #10 
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Probably start an organizationor something. Like here they have all kinds of 
groups, and just stan a community service group, have meetings every week or 
something. - student ##II 
This interview question inquired about "getting the word out.'" Most of the 
students (76.9'/0) said "tell others/get them to come along." The remaining three students 
(23.1%) felt tbat it would be advantageous to "'start an organization" at Peddie 
specifically for community service. 
15) Are there any community service sites that you think that your peers 
would particularly enjoy working at? 
I know a lot ofpeople enjoyed working at Habitat for Humanity because you get 
to go somewhere for a week. Different SUI1'Oundings. Kind of like a vacation and 
you get to do community service. There are two programs in one package. ­
student #1 
I think the Special Olympics is a lot of fun because you bad a lot ofyour friends 
there with you so it made it a lot offun. Everyone was really.. really nice and 
it was almost like a big family. - student #4 
I think ifyou are interested in medicine .. being a volunteer in the hospital is a good 
thing to do because there are a lot ofdifferent things you can do there. Ifyou can 
just put up with the interview and the application process with no problem. ­
student #13 
Since students cited more than one location per answer in some cases.. there is 
more than the usual thirteen responses. Habitat for Humanity was the overall winner with 
ten ofthe students thinking tbat was an enjoyable service site. The local day care center, 
Peddie Singers, Special Olympics. and the CballengerlSpoltS program all received two 
votes each. Tutoring town children (public school students) and working at a hospital 
each got three votes. 
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16) Do you anticipate doing more community service work in the future? 
More than the 20 hours that are required? 
Yes because I'm going to become a candy striper, I ~ because I eventually 
want to be a doctor. I want to see what it is like to work in a hospital.-student #6 
Possibly. My sister went to Costa Rica over the summer and she was building 
houses and helping with the community. She said it was a lot ofbard work. But 
after everything you help people and the is the good part. I'd like to do something 
like she did. - student #1 0 
Welly I already have the 20 hours, I think I have 40 hours. So, I plan each summer 
and possibly in between too, to do some more community service. -student #12 
The vast majority ofstudents (92.3%) stated "yes" they did intend to do more 
community service during their years at Peddie. One (7.7%) student stated that she was 
unsure, "don't know." This is similar to how the community service group as a whole 
(0-27) responded to question 6s ofthe survey in Appendix E. 
Summary ofFindings 
Four research questions were examined and answered by testing a total of four 
hypotheses at the .05 level ofsignificance. Analysis ofvarience ofthe Coopersmith Self-
Esteem Inventory, total score and subscales, found DO significant difference on all but one 
ofthe subscales between the groups. Those students in the community service group, the 
experimental group, demonstrated significant group difference on the pretest school self­
esteem subsc:ale [F(1,77) = 6.39, p< .01]measure from the non-community service group 
(Table 16). Analysis ofpretest differences on perception on the elderly and sense ofcivic 
inclusion were not significant between the groups. 
Analysis ofcovariance, using pretest scores as the covariate to control for the 
relationship between the pretest and post-test scores, was used to test the hypotheses with 
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community service as the independent variable. No significant mean differences in self­
esteem were found between those who did and did not participate in commUDity service. 
Neither were significant mean differences in perception ofthe elderly found between the 
groups. 
Significant mean differences in sense ofcivic inclusion were found between the 
post-test scores ofthose who did and did not participate in community service 
[F{l.76)=5.93, p<.01] (Table 30). Question 6 on the survey (Appendix E) concerns 
students' perception ofthe importance ofcommunity service. The results, presented in 
Table 31 indicate that significant mean differences were found between the groups 
[F{l,77)=16.37, p<.001] with the non-c:ommunity service group rating the worth of 
service lower than the group which participated in service. An analysis ofvarience was 
conducted on question 6s, specifically addressing the intention ofstudents to participate 
in future community service work, found significant mean differences between the groups 
[F(l,77)=6.64, p<.Ol]. The group ofstudents who participated in the Peddie School 
community service program were significantly more likely to have an interest in pursuing 
additional community service activities. 
Qualitative results from the interviews conducted with 13 ofthe 27 community 
service participents demonstrated an overall positive impression ofthe specific Peddie 
School community service program and ofcommunity service in general. That the 
students self-selected to begin their community service participation., bad significantly 
higher school self-esteem and were more likely to indicate an interest in.future 
community service work, are not necessarily unrelated. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
Preparing students for democratic citizenship entails instilling in them an 
understanding ofthe responsibilities and obligations incumbent on such status - not just 
simply as abstractions for study in a civics textbook, but as realities to make part oftheir 
daily lives. Educators and policy makers have identified school based community service 
as a means ofdeveloping citizenship responsibility in students. 
This stUdy focused on the ninth grade class at the Peddie School and specifically 
those in the school based community service program. Paper-and-pencil measures of 
self-esteem. sense ofcivic inclusion. perception ofthe elderly and intention to do service 
in the future were administered to the students (0=79) at the beginning and end oftheir 
ninth grade year at Peddie. Then. using a qualitative approach, thirteen ofthe twenty­
seven students, who had self-selected to participate in community service during that 
year, were interviewed concerning their experiences. The hypotheses ofthe study were: 
(I) community service participation has a positive impact on the self-esteem ofstudents; 
(2) participation in community service has a positive impact on the students' sense of 
civic inclusion; (3) participation in community service with the elderly has a greater 
positive impact on perception ofthe elderly than other types ofcommunity service; and, 
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(4) students that participate in community service show greater interest in pursuing 
additional community activities than students that did not participate. 
Conclusions and Interpretations 
The first hypotheses under investigation., community service participation has a 
positive impact on the self-esteem ofstudents, did not demonstrate significant mean 
differences between the groups that did and did not participate in community service. 
There was significant group difference on the school subscale ofthe self-esteem pretest 
with the group choosing to participate in community service baving a quantitatively 
higher mean score than those who did not participate. It is possible that this higher 
pretest confidence in their ability to do weU in school was what allowed the students to 
take on the extra work ofdoing community service at this time. The absence of 
significant mean differences between the two group on the impact ofdoing community 
service could possibly be due to their already high scores in this area to begin with. 
Peddie is a very competitive and selective school, particularly given the schools 
reputation and amount ofscholarship money available. Students who are accepted would 
bave a history ofexcelling in several domains and probably strong measures ofself­
esteem. Since students that did not participate in community service were not 
interviewed, no qualitative comparisons can be made between the groups. 
The second hypotheses, participation in community service has a positive impact 
on the students' sense ofcivic inclusion, demonstrated a significant mean difference in 
post-test scores between those who did and did not participate in community service. The 
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students who chose to participate in the Peddie community service program exhibited a 
higher sense ofcivic inclusion than the students who did not participate. Since the 
students that did participate in a wide range ofservice activities, sites. and number of 
hours comple~ it would be difficult to claim that the either a particular act or duration 
was responsible for this increase. Perhaps. simply the act ofdoing community service 
was the catalyst for the increase. Again., only participants in the community service 
program were interview and no qualitative data can be given on this hypotheses. 
The third hypotheses, participation in community service with the elderly has a 
greater positive impact on perception ofthe elderly than other types ofcommunity 
service. was not demonstrated to be accurate. No significant mean differences were 
found between the two groups. It is unclear as to why no differences were detected, 
possible explanations are: not enough subjects did service only with the elderly; a 
different type ofservice with the elderly would be needed; or, subjects from both groups 
had already substantial experience with the elderly and the additional hours bad no 
impact. No subjects were asked about the elderly in the interview sessions. 
The final hypotheses, students that participate in community service show greater 
interest in pursuing additional community activities than students that did not participate, 
demonstrated significant mean differences between the groups. Question 6s in the 
survey, where all of the students were asked to indicate how participation had increased 
or strengthened their intention to serve others in need, was more likely to be rated as "a 
great deal" or "quite a bit" by those students who had done community service. All six 
parts ofquestion six in the survey (Appendix E), conceming the students' perception of 
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the importance ofmany aspects ofcommunity service" were rated significantly more 
important by the group that bad performed some community service during the study. 
Qualitative data from the interviews verify these findings since twelve ofthe thirteen 
students stated '~esn they did intend to do more community service and the remaining 
student bad not ruled out the possibility. 
The interviews generated a great deal ofdata for the Peddie SchooL. and other 
schools,. to foUow up on when designing a school based community service program. 
Helpful suggestions from the experts in the field. the students. should continuously be 
reviewed and implemented to insure vitality to any program. Some ofthe suggestions for 
changes to this specific pro~ which requires 20 hours ofdirect community service for 
graduation,. were to have yearly hour goals to prevent students from putting off their 
service until their senior year and to even increase the number ofhours required. The 
idea ofa community service club might be attractive to some students and almost aU 
viewed the Habitat for Humanity spring break option as a nearly perfect option. Review 
ofthe interview data indicates that students perform many different forms ofcommunity 
service for many different reasons, all ofwhich are respected by the Peddie School. One 
specific point about the Peddie School community service program that came across 
during the interviews was how important service was viewed by the entire school 
community. This is seen through the reflection on service issues during Chapel Talks, in 
class and stated by the Headmaster in the view book. 
Recommendations 
Future research on the impact ofschool based community service bas a great 
many directions to go in. Studies involving more rigorous quantitative methods then this 
evaluation ofa specific program at a specific school, that eliminated the self-selection 
component for the experimental group would be very enlightening. Studies which 
investigate the differences between types ofservice participation would also be 
welcomed. Does working in the oncology ward at a hospital have a different impact then 
coaching disabled children? What students benefit more from those different 
experiences? Additional researc~ quantitative and qualitative. ofthe students that do not 
choose to participate in the community service pro~ or hesitate until their final year 
in school. may lead to answers in how best to address the needs ofthese students. Of 
course,. longitudinal studies ofthe impact ofstudents as they mature and participate in 
community service would be very interesting. As some ofthe ninth grade students had 
performed more than twice the requirement in their freshman year at Peddie,. it would be 
note worthy to leam if they continue to serve at that rate. how they are impacted by this 
work and how they in tum impact their communities. 
Summary 
Almost any weU thought out and implemented research ofschool based 
community service would be desirable since it would continue to shed light on this 
important area The educational implications are wide reaching and should be understood 
in a logical and structured manner. as opposed to the emotional or purely political reasons 
that programs are begun in many schools. It is vital that school based community service 
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is valued by all ofthe parties involved... that the students do real work with R:8l people, 
that support and reflection time exist for students when they encounter new questions, 
and most importantly that the communities served benefit &om. the service without being 
banned. 
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June t 2. , 995 
Ms. Judy AM.. 
220 MIrcer StrtIIt 
Hi......OWft. NJ 01520 
De... Ma.R....: 
Project Tid': 	·IMPACT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING ON 9TH GRADE 
STUDENTS" 
Your re..,.st for IRB rtWiw .tId aODrov•• w•• cOtIIid.r.~ during I.rty June .nd 
Clecl.lrlld • ....,.. under e..lory t I.duc.tione' .....rdI,. The IJltlmOtion wu gr.nt.d 
with the fallowing cOtlClitionl: 
C1 ) 	 Submit. CODY of a lenar from the .....CSrn.l1:.r .t the Pe~dil School permitting YOU 
to cortCluC't the study in tl'lew SCl'lOOi. 
(2) 	 "'-oere efId submit for further rlview .n infOtm4ld COftMl\t form for ... stud.nts to 
sign (m duDiUtal wl'len Ny .gre. to oel'tic:igeW. ......,. to includ. YOUI' own 
name .nd 0I'I0ne nurnDer al .111 al mat of your .elvisor. Dr. Gi.relli, .... ouId the 
IUtljecu wiaft to contact .....r of YOU wid'l QUlItiOnII .bOut tI'Ie StUdy or tNir 
OIItbCioetion in It. Studentl st'Iouid De IJMIn • copy of their signed COMent. 
13' 	 Induct. Dr. Giar.IIi'1 name and ol'lone number in tI'Ie ...rent., permission I.nlr. YOU 
mlv .110 .Int to r.format tne oarlnt.1 DermiSiion IItt.r to .1I0w more SO'c. for 
1I0ftlhll'l Ind ,tudlnt'. nlml at tl'Ie l:IottClf'l'l••nd two coote, of It shoulcl be glvln :0 
the oar.nt to IIgn - one te rlturn to yOU .nd on. to k••p for theml.I".I. Tnts 
I.nlr mlQl'lt 8180 rlflr te N tac: wt '''DfOV.1 to conduct me Itudv t\l1 been 
rlCllv.a from tI'IoI PlCSdtI "'Iaamlstlr. 
If you "'VI any auasuons Il:Iout tl'll BOIrel', Iction. "'.... fill f'l. te call ml It 
908/445-2799.01 Dr. DIVId W. C.rt ..... no IUlsted WttI'I tI'Ie 'eVl.W, It 9081932·83' 5 
loolt forw.rd to rec:lfV'ng Yo.JI rilDOt\.M to t!'l4lM cO"Itione .t your lartilst COftvan.lnce 
Defor. tI'Ie 11:Ud., Dee"\l. 
S.nc.r.lv your,. 
~G. t.JJt:;~-.:l-~< 
~ 
Elizlc.tth A. Woodw.~ 
SDonaorlCl Progr.ms AdmlrUltrltor 
Ind Sect.tary of tM IRa 
Aftld'Im.nt 
CC: Jamll C;llrllll 
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Ru~.,ers Univ.r.1~y 	 ~s~ N... : a•••• 
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eK"p~ under C&~e.,ory: 1 
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2. 	tha~ you vill carry on Y01.U' r •••areb aceoatin., ~o the 
procad1.U'e. described in tho....~i..l •• 
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tha~ VQuld reaov. the proj.ct fro. th. ex..p~ c..~ory and 
.ak. i~ .ubj.e~ ~o IRB r.vi.v. 
4. 	1:ha~ it .uch chaftllJ•• are .ad., you vill .utnU~ th. p'C'oj.~ 
for IU r.vi.v. 
5. 	th&~ you vill i=.d1a~ly rapo'C't ~o th. OIlS. any prob1... 
tha~ you .ncoun~.r Whil. 'l.i"" blDlaft .ubj.~. 
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OearParent lune 29,1995 
[ am a doctoral candidare at the Graduate School ofEducation at Rutgers University presently doing 
resemm on the impact ofcommunity service OIl SbIde1ns. I want to describe !be wort. [ will be doing with 
The Peddie School and to ask for your permissiOll to include yourcbiJd in the SIUdy. 
Mucb of the past n:sean:b on community service learning bas described the benefits in a qualitative 
manner. (will aacmpt to gather quantitative data to aupnent: tbis resean:b. In September 1995, all 
incoming first year students will be given a series oftests that will measure lbeir opinions on several areas. 
There are no right or wrong answers and all information will be kept confidential The Coopersmith Self­
Esteem (nventory, a community service survey, a questiOllll8ire on service learning and. elder care, and a 
citizensbip evaluation tool will be administered. These are all short, multiple-cboite ins1ruments and 
should rake less Ibaa an bour for your cbud to complete. The ninth grade students wiD then selfselect 
wbether to begin their community service requirement during the 1995-1996 aeademic year. AU students 
will be given post-test versions ofthe above tests in June 1996. 
As part ofthe requirements for proceeding with this n:sean:b, the Rutgers Review Board for the Protection 
ofHuman Subjects in Research mandates that infonned consent: be oblained before the SIUdy begins. 
There is no risk to your child for participating in Ibis SIUdy. Your cbild may select not to proceed in the 
study without: any penalty. Ifyou grant permission. for your cbild to participate in the fall. your cbild will 
then be asked for bislber permission also. 
The Peddie Scbool has a loog and distinguished bistory of including community service in the students' 
experience. As you are aware, there is a mandatory 20 bours ofdirect community service needed to fulfill 
graduation requirements. The proposed researdl would enable us to obtain more objective data on the 
impact ofthat service on students. 
I will be happy to answer any questions that you might have reprding tbis researdL Both the chairofmy 
dissertation committee., James Giarelli. Pb.D. 90&-932-7496 ext 209, and Penney Riegelman, Assistant 
Head at The Peddie Scbool, would also welcome inquiries regarding this SIUdy. Thank you for taking the 
time to consider this request. 
Sincerely, 
Judy Reese 
Rutgers University. Doctoral Candidate, telephone: 609-44&-8908 
The permissions requested in lite above letter have been granted for ________--' 
(student's name) 
(parent's signature) 
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Dear Student September 13, 1995 
[ am a doctoral candidare at the Graduate Scbool ofEducabon at Rurgen University presently doing 
research on the impact ofcommunity service on studems. I want to desc:ribe the work: I will be doing with 
The Peddie Scbool and to ask for permission to include you in the saudy. 
Much ofme past research on community service leamiDg bas desc:n'bcd the benefits in a qualitative 
maDDer. 1 wiU attempt to gad:ter quandtative data to augment this raean:b. In September 1995, all 
incoming first year students will be given a series oftesls that willlllC8SUl'e their opinions on several areas. 
There are no right or wrong answers and all information will be kept confidential. The Coopersmith Self­
Esteem Inventory. a community service survey, a questionDaire on service learning and elder care. and a 
citizenship evaluation tool will be administered. These are all short, multiple-choice instruments and 
should take less than a halfbour for you to complete. The ninm grade students will men selfselec:t wbether 
to begin their community service requirement during the 1995-1996 academic year. AU students will be 
given post-test versions ofthe above tests in June 1996. 
As part ofthe requirements for proceeding with this ~ the Rutgen Review Board for me Protection 
ofHuman Subjects in Researcb mandares that informed consent be obIained before the study begins. 
There is no risk to you for panicipating in this study. You may select not to proceed in Ihe saudy without 
any penalty. 
The Peddie School has a long and distinguished bistory of including community service in the students' 
experience. As you are aware. there is a mandatory 20 hours ofdin:ct community service needed to fulfill 
graduation requirements. The proposed resean:b would enable us to obIain more objective data on the 
impact of that service on students. 
I will be happy to answer any questions that you might have regarding this research. Both the cbair ofmy 
dissertation committee. James Giarelli, Ph.D. 9OIJ...932-7496 ext 209. and Penney Riegelman. Assistant 
Head at The Peddie School. would also welcome inquiries regarding this study. Thank you for taking the 
time to consider this request. 
Sincerely. 
Judy Reese 
Rutgers University, Doctoral Candidate, telephone: 609-44....908 
The permissions requested in the above letter have been granted for________-' 
(student's name) 
(student's signature) dare 
subject #____ 
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Self-Esteem Inventories 

Stanley Coopersmith, Ph.D. 
CONulting PsychologlSIS Press. (nc. 

llGl E. a.aY9hart ReNc1. P....a Alto. CA MlG3

• 
Like Unlike 
Me Me 
LI [] I. Tlllngs usuully dOli 1 hot her 1110 
[I 0 2. I fInd II very "Old 10 lolk "' fronl of tho closs 
I J [} 3 Tholo 010 lOIS 01 Ihlll!}!'! IIbOll1 IIIVsll1I I II d,uIIO't " I cuuld 
~Olt I can make up my mind wl,houl 100 IIlllch Ilollhio 
o 0 5. I'm a 101 or run 10 bo wllh 
o 0 6. I gel upse' eosllv 0' home 

LJ [J 7. II lakes me a long ,"no 10 ge' used 10 1111'11111119 now 

o 0 8 I'm populol wllh k,ds mV own ogo 
o 0 9. My porenls usuolly consider II1V 'oehn'ls 
o 0 10 I 9'vo in verv e0511y
o 0 I I My pou:lIlls 4UpCCI lila ,"ueh of 1110 

[J [) 12 II 5 l)folly 10llgh 10 hr lilt} 

o U 13 lhlllgs (110 011 11111011 1IJ111l 11\)' I,"! 
o U I~ K,d5 u5uully follow Illy .,II!11,) 
o 0 15 I hove a low opinIon IIf rnY'i1l1f 
o 0 16 Thele ole mOlly tlllll''j wlulII ','It~" h' h!!lvo h01ll1t 
o 0 17. 1often 'eel upsol". school 
o 0 '8. I'm no. as nice looklllU os lIIuSI Illl lJ jlllI 
o 0 ,g, If I hove somelhlng 10 soy. , IIsuolly soy ., 
o 0 20. My poren's unders'ond mo. 
o 0 21. Mosl people ore beller liked Ihon 10m. 
o 0 22. I usually feel as I' mv porenls ore pushing me. 
o 0 23, I oflen gel dIscouraged 01 school 
o 0 21f, I onen wish I were someone else. 
o 0 25, I con', be depended on. 
o 0 26. 1never worry about onvthing. 
o 0 27. I'm plonV SUfO 0' mVso" 
o 0 28, I'm eosv 10 like. 
o 0 29. MV paren's and' have a 101 of 'un logelher 
lI"e Unll"e 
Me Me 
o 0 30, I spend a '01 or tlm~ davdreoming. 
o 0 31. I wish I were younger. 

lJ 0 32. I always do Ihe right Ihlng. 

o 0 33. "m proud of my school work. 
o 0 llf, Someone olwovs has to 'ell me who' 10 do. 
o 0 3S. I'm often sorry for 'he things rdo. 
o 0 3&. I'm never happy. 
o 0 37, I'm dOing the best ,",olk tho' rcan, 
o 0 38. I can usuollV lake cora of myself, 
o 0 39, "m prelly happy, 
o 0 "f0 
IJ [J 'II 
I. I I I I,Z 
I. I 1.1 "3 
I" } [J 1,1, 
1..1 I : J 1.5 
{., r] 1,& 
U lJ 147 
I would rather ploV wllh children vounger than' om 
'like ovoryone I know. 
Il,ke 10 bo eOlle~ on 11\ closs 
I undorSlonl/ mysoll 
No one poVs muetl ollonl,on 10 mo 01 homo 
I novor gOl scoldod 
I'm nOI dOl1l9 us wollin school as I'd like 10. 
I can mako up my "lind oniJ slick 10 II. 
o 0 '48. I 10011'1 don', like bell,g a :~r 
o 0 1f9, I don', like 10 be wllh o'her people. 
o 0 SO, I'm never shV· 
o 0 51. I often 'ee' ashamed of mysell. 
o 0 52. Kids pick on me very often, 
o 0 53. I otwovs 'ell Ihe 'rulh. 
o 0 51t, My leochers make me ree' "m nol good enough 
o 0 55 I,Ion'l COlO whut hoppons 10 1110. 
o 0 56. I'm a failure. 
o 0 57. I gol upse, eosi.y when I'm scolded, 
o 0 58 I olwoVs know who' fO sov 10 peoplo. 
SIIolI GUll Slit II Seh 101111
It' 1967 by WIi f'OOIllQIl A CII f'lItll'lihllll." 1981 IJy CUllsulllllg 

Psychologists PIUS, Inc All IIghlS leselvod \1 IS IInlllwlulllllll"rvtltlCe
o I" ] Ll [J 0 C~ fJ
01 odopllllis lo'm Wllhoul WIIIIOII pe,mlsslon/lOm Iho Publlsho, L 
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Subject -_____ 
PI_ complete me. folloWlIli 1Ut'o"ey Your answers ",;11 be U"IUed coafidcnbally AMwennl 
tile questiotmlire is volWltU'!'. &tid It IS ~"ur ngilt not to answer any or all ofdle quCSlions 
Howcvtr. your cooperarion will be helpful both for dlis research ud for Otber research In ",ilia 
it is used. 
I. Sa: I Male ! Female 
L Race· 
I. Afi'iClft-A.menc:an 
1. Asian·Amlric:an 

1 CaaqaiM 

" HispanIc5 SI&iw .~c:an lndian 
6. Olher (spea!y)____ 
l. Bovding or Day stUdent 
1. 80ardina SNdent 

!. Day Studt!ftt 

[ not ImponllU 

: som~t smporunt 

j very smpol'Wlt 

.a ess.IftQIJ 
__" IIItOrianlcowlld cql.l&l oppom.:r.l:lo for III US Qtizens 
__8 developrnl a me&rW1s::\d prwoso;lny oilife 
__C becotrung Invol"ed .n • croll'a.'n to II'I'IptOVC my COIIIIIII.&ftity 
__0 betnl ',ery well o!! 5.r.A.'1oI1h 
__E vo'WltfttUlg m~ [sm!! :teip\tlg p!eO;lie 111 need 
__F IPY'lftS l~·. or mor!! 0: t:l~ In~mc [0 ildp diose in aced 
__(i 6ndi.ng a ca.reer tlW l)ro~,CSes tile oppol"llllllty to be helpfUl to odlers or usefUl to socaety 
5. t.:5UII the sca.te below ~ieue u:l!lcue your response to the roUoWlftlltems 
. • I suonsJy disa@ree 
! disagree 

J undeadecl 

.. Igree 

S suonsJy qree 

_K. individuals should give some nme for th& load oftheir colftftll.llUt!i or country 
_l. haviaS an lRIpla on the worid IS ",ithift th& racb ofmost individuals 
-' most rrusfortunes thlt occ:u: [0 people ate frequemly the rauk ofcirc:umstances be'!--ond 
their conuol 
_I(. ift could change one rhifl! about sociecy it would be to acbievc greater socW Ju.stIce 
_L. rcan learn. from pnsoll annw:es 
_M (m&lce qUiaJUdgements &bout homeless people 
_~ individuals should be rudy to inhibit their 0Wft pleasures if these IClCOnvet1lenc:e others 
_0 people. reptdless of whether they have ileal successful or !lOt. ought to help those In 
IIeed 
_Po people ought to help those In need IS ., Plyb"~ for their own opportuftlties. fortunes. 
&m1 successes ­
_ Q. if t had been bom i.., poveft"f. chances Itt lbat t wouIcl GOt be mending this sc:hool 
_R.. I feel that 1an make I difference in tbe world 
Qtaestioa 6 is ollly on Pall Tat 
6. Using the 5CiJe belov.· please Indll2%e the degee to wbich panicipaion 1ft cornmwury ser-lCe 
has tnc:ra.sed or Stretlgthenea your 
I notat i&l.I 

: somewhat 

1 qwte I bit 

.a OIl great deal 

__5 Intention to serve otber III nee::: 
_ T Intention to lP"e :0 c:-.....,ry te ::elj:I t::,QSC in need 
__t.: sense of purpose or Cl."'eC'Dor. ::: hie 
V onenr.a,tlon tOWll.-d Ot.'lers an.: OIlWI!' from ,"OlInelf' 
_ W mtentlon to wont on ocil.llf e: 5oOC1a.: JWDCe 
_X beltefthat IIdplr'olI thesc III neee IS one's IOCiaI responsibility 
__V bellef that one an rr.u:e OIl dl!'=:enc:e 1ft the world 
__Z understa.nchng of the roic oi er.emaJ :orces IS shIpm ofthe tndiVlduai 
__AA [olennce llftd ~prec::":ton io:!~ ot.l\e:-s 
'!. The (oUowm, Iff: some st1temenu about older people (persons aft 65 and older) Pluse 
indi?te how much you qree ""th each smtemalt by arcliftl the number uDder die response that 
best IUtches your opiruon 
Stron!l~ 
Ape 
a) MOll older people Iff: " 1 
set in dIeir ways and 
unable 10 c:banp. 
b) MOll older people 
Ite not isolated. . 
" 1 2 
c:) Older people are 4 
apt to COII'ipIaitl. 
d) Olderpeople CUllum " 2 
new dIinp just as well. as 
~'CJI.IftF people em 
e) Peaple become wise " 3 1 
with the CCIftIIDI ofold lIe 
f) Older people are often " 
apinst needed reform In 
our soQery becau$e they 
want to hanS Oft to tile pUt 
') Most older people ve " 
In load health 
hi ~{ost older people spend " -. 
tOO much tune Pryulf uuo 
the alliin ofolhers 
Il 1n most Jobs. ol~ " 
people CIIl penonn as 
weU- as YOUlIIer people 
J 
•• Sow, we would like to learn about your Ubcudes tOwvcl communitY .,.," work. Please 
rea:d the foIIowillJ StatementS &nd orcl~ tne number under the response'chat best nwchcs ~our 
opiilian. 
StronJly 
AJree 
a. It is the raporwbiJity .I 
of tile COl'IIIIIUIIiry to take 
care ofpeople who can"t 
take care ofdlemselves 
b. [am 800cI at helping .& 
people. 
c. [am not very interested 
" in workint on problems 
in tile commuaiIy 
cl It is impocwtt to help 
" people in gaenJ. whether 
you know !hem personally or not 
.;e. It is hI1'd to find the 
time to work on other 
people's problems 
f (want to wort. In il ..: 
areer helplftl others 
g It doesn't make sense ..: 
to volunteer bec:aI.Isc ~'o", 
don"t let paid for It 
It Clfetn 1ft ter\,cc to .; 
others an be more rf:W&tCJ.-:; 
than other c:arer::n 
SUO" 
"Fee Disqree Disqree 
,; 
-
, 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
,; 2 
2 
2 
2 
ovetl Please tndicale how much !IOU l!fee v."ith eadl staternenl by ardina the number under [:'Ie 
fa1)OlISC that bat marches your opUl.lon 
Stron!iY 
A@rte .-\!fIe DisIgee 
Suon!py 
Oisape 
a. People who worle wtlh 
older people have 
intcrestinS jobs. 
~ 1 1 
b Working with older 
people is depressing. " 
1 1 
c. h would be very 
suessNllO work wilh 
older people 
4 .:; 1 
d. Working wtth older 
people is I very 
wordIwtIi1e occupation 
3 1 
e. A problem w1lh wotking 
" 
1 1 
with older people IS that 
It is twd to make 
enough money 
r Working v.1th older .:. 1 1 
people 15 I tugh-prestlge 
occupation 
S ( don'[ hl~'e the Iblut"lr .: l 
to worle successfuUy ,,",th 
older people 
II I fear gCUtS really old .. 	 1 
10. 	 Hive you (Net h&d pud apenenc.e ,",orloni wtth the elderly" 
I Ye.s 
:: So 
5 
11. 	Have you ever tw:I ;.InpliC -.OlunEecr expcnenc:e IiIIOtIan! wid!. the eldcriy" 
I Yes 
:: So 
l1a. IF YES Pleue :::s.:nbe ttus worle expencnce 
11. (her the pUt :''U'K ~~'"5. ::cw muchc:onw:t have you tw:I WIth elderly ia."I'IIly membe:s IJId 
friends" 
1 A lot of ::ontac:: 

! Someconua 

J ."- little conGe: 

.a So contact 

! 
!wtOIllll____ 'ta:____ 
(; 
DiftClielU: Below ~-ou "'111 find I lIst ofsix ~1ties or ideas wluch you might spcr:C: lime 
doiftg. Ilad each concept Iftd dIetI provide your rac:uon to the c:oncept 1ft tems of :be pam of 
Idjcbves listed below it For eumple.. imagine tile fim conc:ept was like dIIs 
SA..\lPLE 
ilading & Mystery Savel 
.,Good :. j S 6 8 9 Baa 
Fast - l " S 6 7 8 '1 Slav.
- " Familiar 1 l S 6. 7 8 9 t:nf&r:'.:ilar
" 
let's say you el'lJoy reading ftl'!o"stery novels. so you marie dow to 'Good' than 'Bact" £f you bke 
to rake your time in reading them. you misht think of them as somewhat slow [fyoc ::ave !ezd 
& lot ofthem. you might think J" them as very familiar Your maries would loci!: some·...r-...lt laiee 
this: 
SAMPLE 
Ruding & Mystery Novel 
..Good °Z" 1 .a S 6 . 8 9 Bact 
...fast 1 .a S 6 -,- 8 9 Slow
-
..Famiiiar "l- : 1 S 6 8 9 t:nfar..:::ar
" 
Now fad the Sllt sets ofconc:epts &lid Idea.s below &lid respond fO all of the aa)e::tlve -:1:r5 In :::e 
same fashion Some of the ad,ecnves may seem unusual for tile c:onc:ept Oor:: ....·o~. !!)out 
ttw. Do not Spaid too muc:h ume on My ofme adjective pIllS. just marie you: :""St rel:~lon 
l6. BIMg v.1m FIII'IIlIy or FriendJ 
Good :: 1 .: 5 6 8 9 lila 
. 
... 
, 
Fast :: .; .:. S 6 , 8 9 Siow 
Farn.i.Iiu .; .:. S 6 - 8 9 t:nfam.:.;:a:
-
We&It -: j .: S 6 '7 8 9 S::ong,unusual .- .; S 6 8 9 !:suaJ
" Fllr :: .; .:. S 6 '1 8 9 t:nfa.ir
..Acuve :: 
-
~ .; S 15 • 8 :; ?uslve,Small - .: S 6 8 9 Luge 
1 
17. Wo~sonaCommu~orCMc~~ 
GoC;ct :: j .a S 6 1 8 9 Bid 
Fast ! j .a 5 6 ': 8 9 Slow 
Familiar : 3 .a 5 6 1 I 9 Ulhmiliar 
Wale ! 1 5 6 1 I 9 SlrOna 
Unusual 1. 1 " 5 6 1 I 9 Usual 
Fair 1. 1 " 5 6 1 9 Unfair 
Ac:nve 1. 1 ".a 5 6 1 • 9 PUSlve•Small 1. 1 S 6 1 9 l.vge
" 	 • 
II. Takins Pan in I Spans Ac:IMty or ReIa:abon 
Good 1. 3 5 6 1 9 Bid 
2 " 5 6 • 9Fast 3 1 Slow 
Familiar 2 3 "4 S 6 1 •• 9 Unfi.m.iliar Walt 2 3 S 6 1 9 SlrOna 
UIIUSUII 1. 3 " S 6 1 • 9 Usual
"4 S •Fair 1. 1 6 7 9 Unfair•Active 1. 3 4 S 6 7 9 Pusive 
.. 	 •Small 
"- 1 S 6 1 I 9 l.vge
" 
19. EnPlPflI In Porina or Public; Life 
Good 1. J S 6 7 9 Bid 
Fast :: 1 " S 6 7 • 9 Slow
" 	 1 •Familiar 2 J S 6 8 9 Unfamiliar
" Weak : 1 .a S 6 1 9 SlronS•Unusual .. l S 6 1 8 9 UIUIl 
Fur :: j " S 6 1 9 Unfair 
Ac:nve :: 
~ 
J " 
'" 
S 6 7 •
• 9 Passive 
Small 1 1 S 6 7 9 Urge
" 	 • 
10. 	What IS !"OW' reulPCIUS backsround" 
l CILhohc; 
1. Protesum 

1 Jevt\s.h 

'" 
SOnc/AthelSL' . .t,poS'Uc 
S [slanuc; 
6 Buddtust 
7 Other 
8 
11. How ilquemIy do you anend religious seMces" 
_ -. 1. Weekly or mate often 
2. Mondaly 

1 Less than once ~mondl 

4 Never 

Questions l-6 were IdItIted &om die SlUdeM Survc!! developed by lefti'ey Howvd &; Wdben 
McKadlie. 1992., UniversityofMicbipn. OCSL. 2l0S Micbipft Uaioft" AM Atbor. MI 48109 
Questions '·lS were adapud &om SeMce l.amiD& I: Elder CaR Questionnaire developed by 
Karl Pillemcc. PhD, Comell tiniversny. Human DcvcIopmem I: family Studies.. bbaca. ~""t' 
14853_ QuestiOns 16-21 were ldI9ced 60m the Measurift, Cirizasbip Ptuject Nocebook 
developed by die Wilt Whiuaan Caar for die Cullurc and Politics olDemocracy. Rutsen 
Univenity. New BNnswick. HI 01901. 
9 
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Interview Questions 
1) 	 Define community for me. 
2) Define community service and how it is relevant to you. 

3) Define self-esteem. 

4) What do you believe contributes to your sense ofselfesteem? 

5) 	 Why did you choose to begin your community service requirement this year? 
6) How did you find out about the community service program? 

7) How did you find out about the site were you are working? 

8) How is your community service work going? 

9) What is the best/worse thing about your community service work? 

to) 	 Does the community service work help and/or hinder your academic work? 
11) 	 What has helped with your community service work? 
(2) 	 Do you believe that others should start their community service work in the ninth 
grade? 
13) 	 How would you design the community service program differendy? 
14) 	 How would you spread enthusiasm. for the community service program. with your 
peers? 
IS) 	 Are there any community service sites that you think that your peers would 
particularly enjoy working at? 
16) 	 Do you anticipate doing more community service work in the fUture? More than 
the 20 hours that are required? 
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Table 1 
Fn:guencX DistribYJion on ~lf-f&eem To!i1- Pretest 
Self-Esteem n ~ cumulative % 
26-28 3 3.8 3.8 
29-31 4 5.1 8.9 
32-34 13 16.5 2S') 
35-37 13 16.5 41.8 
38-40 20 25.3 67.1 
41-43 13 16.5 83.5 
44-46 t3 16.5 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 2 
Frequency Distribution on Self-Esteem - Post-Test 
Self·Esteem n % cumulative % 
25·28 7 8.9 8.9 
29·31 6 7.6 16.5 
32-34 9 l1.4 27.8 
35-37 13 16.5 44.3 
38-40 21 26.6 70.9 
41-43 II 13.9 14.8 
44-47 11 13.9 98.7 
>47 1.3 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 3 
Freguenc! Distribution on Self-Esteem:& Subscal, Scbool-Pretest 
School Self-Esteem cumulative %!! ~ 
2 2.5 2.5 
2 2 2.5 5.1 
3 15 19.0 24.1 
4 14 17.7 41.8 
5 20 25.3 67.1 
6 26 32.9 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 4 
Freguenc! Distribution on Self-Esteem: Subscale S£hool - Post-Test 
School Self-Esteem !! % cumulative % 
1.3 1.3 
2 4 5.1 6.3 
3 16 20.3 26.6 
4 IS 19.0 45.6 
S 28 35.4 81.0 
6 13 16.5 97.5 
7 2 2.5 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 5 
Freguenc;y Distribution on Self-Esteem. Subscale SelflPeers - Pretest 
SeIt7Peers !l ~ cumuladve% 
Self-Esteem 
3 I 1.3 l.J 
S 7 8.9 10.1 
6 16 20.3 30.4 
7 17 2105 51.9 
8 38 48.1 100.0 
Tocal 79 100.0 
Table 6 
Freguenc! Distributions Qn Self-Esteem. Subscale SelflPeers - post-rest 
Selt7Peers !l % cumulative % 
Self-Esteem 
3 3 3.8 3.8 
4 .. 
" 
3.8 7.6 
5 9 1l.4 19.0 
6 16 20.3 39.2 
7 18 22.8 62.0 
8 30 38.0 100.0 
Total 79 loo.O 
Table 7 
FreguencI Distribution on Self-Esteema Subscale General- Pretest 
General Self-Esteem % cumulative %n 
II 1.3 1.3 
14 3 3.8 5.1 
IS 2 2.S 7.6 
16 3 3.8 11.4 
17 3 3.8 15.2 
18 6 7.6 22.8 
19 9 11.4 34.2 
20 7 8.9 43.0 
21 II 13.9 57.0 
22 12 15.2 72.2 
23 11 13.9 86.1 
24 7 8.9 94.9 
25 4 5.1 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
TableS 

Frmueng:: Distribution gg Self-Esteem. Subscale GmenI - Post~Tg! 

General Self-Esteem cumulative %!!. ~ 
11 1.3 1.3 
13 2 2.5 3.8 
14 3 3.8 7.6 
16 S 6.3 13.9 
17 6 7.6 21.5 
18 S 6 . .3 27.8 
19 6 7.6 35.4 
20 9 11.4 46.8 
21 10 12.7 S9.5 
22 9 11.4 70.9 
23 12 15.2 86.1 
24 S 6.3 92.4 
2S S 6.3 98.7 
33 1.3 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 

Table 10 
FleIucDCy Distribution on Self-Esteem. Subscal, Home/Parentl- J!ost-Tst 
HomelParcgls 
.D. ~ cumulative % 
Self-Esteem 
2 2.5 2.5 
2 4 S.I 7.6 
3 2 2.5 10.1 
4 S 6.3 16.5 
S IS [9.0 3S.4 
6 7 8.9 44.3 
7 16 20.3 64.6 
8 28 3S.4 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 11 
Freg~psy DistribYJiOD on Studmg' S;w.;e ofCivic IIIslusion - Pretest 
Civic Inclusion Cumulative % %!l 
1.76-2.00 I.J 1.J 
2.01-2.25 2.5 1.1 
2.26-2.50 1 3.8 1.1 
2.51-2.7S 10 16.5 12.7 
2.76-3.00 19 40.5 24.1 
3.01-3.25 21 67.1 26.6 
3.26-3.50 17 88.6 21.5 
3.51-3.75 7 97.5 8.9 
3.76-4.00 2 100.0 2.5 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 12 
FreQuencI Distribution on Students' Sense ofCivic Incl~ion - Post-Test 
Civic Inclusion c:umulabve %!l ~ 
2 1 1.3 1.1 
3 2 2.5 3.1 
4 7 1.9 12.7 
5 30 38.0 50.6 
6 20 25.3 75.9 
7 10 12.7 88.6 
8 7 1.9 97.5 
9 2 2.5 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table 13 
Frequency Distribution OD Student Post-Test Surve,y Question t#6 CA1!P9ldix ID 
Question 116 J! ~ cumulalive % 
[.76-2.00 20 25.3 25.3 
2.01·2.25 9 1l.4 36.7 
2.26-2.50 8 10.1 46.8 
2.51-2.7S 16 20.3 67.1 
2.76-3.00 II 13.9 81.0 
3.01-3.25 6 7.6 88.6 
3.26-3.50 3 3.8 92.4 
3.S1-3.7S 6 7.6 100.0 
TOIal 79 100.0 
Table 14 
Freguency Distribution 99 Perqptio9 ofElderly - Pretest 
P.O.E. !l % cumulative Z. 
2.01-2.25 S 6.3 6.3 
2.26-2.50 42 53.2 59.5 
2.51-2.75 24 30.4 89.9 
2.76-3.00 6 7.6 97.S 
3.01-3.25 1.3 98.7 
3.76-4.00 1.3 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 
Table IS 
Frequency Distribution 2n Perception ofElderly - Post-Test 
P.O.£' !l % cumulalive % 
1.76-2.00 1 l.3 l.3 
2.01-2.25 9 11.4 12.7 
2.26-2.50 38 48.1 60.8 
2.51-2.75 24 30.4 9Ll 
2.76-3.00 5 6.3 97.5 
3.36-3.50 2 2.5 100.0 
Total 79 100.0 

